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Abstract 
Auscultation is a simple, non-invasive and effective method for diagnosing 
pulmonary-related diseases. Lung sound analysis, which involves the use of 
time and frequency domain techniques, is a widely accepted approach in 
Western medicines for diagnosis of the diseases. Stethoscope, a tool for 
conducting auscultation, collects both lung sounds and heart sounds 
simultaneously. However, the design poses a problem in that lung sounds 
recordings are often disturbed by the unwanted heart sounds, making accurate 
analysis of lung sounds almost impossible. One method commonly used to 
minimize heart sounds involves filtering the sounds with the use of linear high 
pass filters. However, the technique is far from effective in separating the two 
sounds due to overlapping of their spectra. 
Adaptive filtering may be considered the most suitable method to 
effectively reduce the unwanted heart sounds. It requires a "noise only" 
reference signal. In the past studies, electrocardiographic (ECG) signal acted as 
a reference signal, and the heart sounds were reduced by 65 percent on 
average. However, this technique requires at least two extra sensors to pick up 
the reference signal, such as the lead II ECG. This makes diagnosis 
inconvenient and time-consuming. Another approach involves extracting the 
"noise only" reference signal by a delayed version of the original signal. After 
some complex signal processing techniques, such as heart sound reformation 
and forth-order statistics calculation, satisfactory results could be obtained. 
However, this scheme calls for a huge amount of computation and it is difficult 
to be implemented in a hardware standalone device for the real time 
applications. 
In this thesis, a new approach -- Laplacian ECG (LECG) for the "noise 
only" reference signal has been developed. Both the electronic signal --
Laplacian ECG, and the acoustic signal -- lung sounds mixed with heart sounds, 
can be picked up simultaneously by a specially designed electronic stethoscope. 
丁his is a product we have developed by combining a mechanical stethoscope's 
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head, conductive rubber, silver epoxy, and an acoustic-electric transducer. An 
integrated platform, which consists of a stethoscope's head, a signal pre-
processing circuit, the least-mean-square (LMS) adaptive filtering algorithm, and 
an automated gain control (AGC) scheme, has been developed to process the 
signal in real time. Using this LECG-based adaptive approach, over 75% of 
heart sounds can be eliminated while the auscultation can be kept simple. The 
approach has led us to develop a brand new electronic stethoscope scheme, 
which encompasses several functions. They include heart sounds reduction 
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This chapter presents the statistical data related to the heart and lung diseases in 
different areas and indicates the need of the stethoscope in diagnosis. A brief 
history of stethoscope is introduced. It highlights the disadvantages of a number of 
stethoscopes in the market that drive us to develop a new electronic stethoscope. 
This is followed by an overview of the major achievements of the new electronic 
stethoscope we have developed. Finally, in the last section of this chapter the 
overall organization of this thesis is outlined. 
1.1 Heart and Lung Diseases 
Both heart and lung diseases are common in the world. Every year, over 100 million 
people died from hypertensive heart disease, pneumonia, and chronic obstructive 
pulmonary diseases. The following section is an analysis of their threat in, three 
areas, namely Hong Kong, China, and the USA. 
1.1.1 Hong Kong 
Nowadays, heart disease is the second killer in Hong Kong [1]. It is taking its toll on 
an increasing number of people due to long time working stress, and a lack of 
exercise. In 1998, over 5,000 people died from heart related diseases (Fig. 1.1). 
Pneumonia, a kind of lung disease, is another deadly disease that kills more than 
3,000 people annually [1]. 
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Fig. 1.1. Number of deaths in Hong Kong 
1.1.2 China 
While heart and lung disorders are not the major killers in China [2] (Fig. 1.2), 
unfortunately, over 24 million people (4 times the population of Hong Kong) died 
from these diseases in recent years. Factors including the change of diet habit and 
an increase in the consumption of high cholesterol food have increased the threat of 
heart diseases [2]. Another common problem in China is air pollution as a result of 
the rapid economic growth in last ten years. The polluted air emitted from factories 
and dust from construction sites cause millions of people to suffer from pulmonary 
system disorder [2]. 
Reasons of Deaths in China (1998) 
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Fig. 1.2. Reasons of deaths in China (1998) 
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1.1.3 The United States of America (USA) 
For many years, the heart disease has been the number one killer in the USA (Fig. 
1.3). According to the national vital statistics report in 2000 [3], the crude death rate 
of heart diseases for 1998 was 268.2 deaths per 100,000 populations. The age-
adjusted death rate, which eliminates the distorting effects of the aging of the 
population, was at a record of 128.6 per 100,000 USA populations. 
Percent of total deaths in the USA (1998) 
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Fig. 1.3. Percentage of total deaths in the USA (1998) 
Fortunately, heart related-diseases in the USA are under control now [3], 
decreasing by 36.5% compared to 1979; however, a rising trend of lung related 
diseases, which has increased by 45.9% compared to 1979, is another warning 
signal to give us. 
1.2 Auscultation 
Auscultation 
is a simple, noninvasive, and effective method for the diagnosis of 
cardiovascular and pulmonary disorders. A stethoscope as an auscultation tool can 
collect both lung sounds and heart sounds at the same time. Thus, auscultation is 
an important method for preliminary diagnosis. This session introduces auscultation 
and compares it with ultrasound. 3 
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1.2.1 Introduction of Auscultation 
Auscultation [4] allows people to detect breath sounds and heart sounds transmitted 
through the chest wall. Most stethoscopes have a diaphragm and a bell, with one or 
two tubes leading to the binaural headpiece and earpieces. The diaphragm is for 
listening high-pitched sounds and the bell for low-pitched sounds. 
Applying the stethoscope firmly to the chest wall will amplify high frequency 
sounds. However, if too much pressure is applied when using the bell, the stretched 
skin will function as a diaphragm and filter out low-pitched sounds. The lung sounds 
auscultatory sequence [5] for the posterior chest wall surface (Fig. 1.4) includes 10 
different sites. The first site is above the left scapula over the lung apex. From there, 
the auscultatory sequence follows a pattern that progresses downward from the lung 
apices to the bases. This pattern covers the entire posterior chest wall surface and 
includes a comparison of sounds heard over the same auscultatory site over both 
the right and left lungs. The anterior chest wall auscultatory sequence (Fig. 1.5) 
includes nine sites and follows the same pattern as the posterior chest wall 
sequence. The pattern also includes sites over the lateral chest wall surfaces. 
y V 
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Fig. 1.4. Lung sounds auscultatory sequence in posterior chest 
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Fig. 1.5. Lung sounds auscultatory sequence in anterior chest 
Heart sounds [6] travel through the body from the heart and major blood 
vessels to the body surface. Because of the acoustical properties of the 
transmission path, sound waves are attenuated and not reflected. The largest 
attenuation of the wave-like motion occurs in the most compressible tissues, such 
as the lungs and fat layers. There are optimal recording sites for the various heart 
sounds (Fig. 1.6), sites at which the intensity of sound is the highest because the 
sound is being transmitted through solid tissues or through a minimal thickness of 
inflated lung. There are five basic chest locations for auscultation [6], first with the 
diaphragm mode and then with the bell mode. Aortic area is the first area. After 
listening through several cycles, the diaphragm is moved toward the pulmonic area. 
Then we listen over the Erb's point and the tricuspid area. Finally, the sequence 
should end at the mitral area. 
IfW - 乂：：. V . ‘•^� \ � 
Fig. 1.6. Heart sounds auscultatory locations 
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1.2.2 Comparison between Auscultation and Ultrasound 
Ultrasound (Fig. 1.7) is one of the most popular and productive non-invasive 
diagnostic tools in medicine. The ability of an ultrasonic wave to traverse soft tissue 
and to be partially reflected from tissue interfaces is applied to probe virtually every 
organ and region of the body. 
B ^ B S S S ^ B B S S ^ S i i i M i i H i i w i 丨 
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Fig. 1.7. Example of ultrasound image 
Ultrasound is created by an extremely short (1-2|as) voltage pulse applied to 
the electrodes of a piezo-electric transducer crystal. After 'ring down' time, when 
vibration of the crystal has stopped, the transducer detects the returning echoes 
over around 1000|as. The returning echoes result from acoustic impedance 
differences inside the body. They are used to form an ultrasound image on the 
screen. The pulse sequence is repeated 1000 to 5000 times per second. 
Some people believe that the ultrasound will replace the stethoscope in the 
near future; however, both methods involve different approaches. Technically, a 
stethoscope, which is a passive device, collects the acoustic auscultation signals 
generated from patients. Ultrasound machine is an active device (needs power to 
drive it), and needs to generate ultrasound signals and receive the echo signals to 
form a Doppler sound or image for diagnosis. Also, the ultrasound machine needs 
complex designed circuit, heavy processing power Micro-controller (MCU), imaging 
device, special probe and sensor. All these make the system quite expensive. 
Besides, it needs heavy power to drive it. So it is inconvenient for physicians to carry 
such a heavy device for out-door work. 
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Besides, the ultrasound technique is used for detecting body soft tissues 
movement and blood flow. Nevertheless, stethoscope auscultation is used to detect 
acoustic signals formed by our heart and lung tissues. Clinically, echo ultrasound is 
mainly used for heart diseases (blood flow detection). For some lung diseases such 
as fibrosis and consolidation, it is hard for them to be detected. Increasing the 
transmitted ultrasound power will improve the signal to noise ratio of the image. 
However ultrasound absorption in the body can cause heating up of body tissues, 
which may be harmful if overheated. Therefore, it is important to keep the overall 
power to a minimum yet sufficient level to produce an accurate diagnosis. 
Monitoring output power levels also provides a means to monitor the performance of 
scanning equipment. To sum up, it is hard to say that the ultrasound treatment 
method can replace the function of the stethoscope in the near future. 
1.3 Stethoscope 
In this session, a brief history of the stethoscope is introduced. Meanwhile, the 
disadvantages of the stethoscope in the market and the comparison with the new 
electronic stethoscope are discussed. 
1.3.1 History of Stethoscope 
The stethoscope was not invented until in 1816 when a French physician named 
Rene Theophile Hyacinthe Laennec was examining a young woman [7], He was 
having trouble hearing her heart by the standard method of placing his ear to her 
chest and did not want to embarrass her. He then rolled up 24 sheets of paper into a 
tight roll and placed one end to the woman's chest and the other to his ear. To his 
delight, he found that the sound was transmitted clearly and loudly, and that was the 
first generation of stethoscope, named paper stethoscope. 
a) Monaural Stethoscope 
Laennec then took the idea further [7], and made a stethoscope out of a hollow tube 
of wood (Fig. 1.8). At one end was a small hole, and at the other, a conical hollow. A 
7 
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fir was inserted into the hollow. It was used for listening to the sounds of the heart. 
With the insert removed, the physician could listen to the sounds of the lungs. 
— ? -i：.： :：：：：••. 
Fig. 1.8. Laennec's Stethoscope 
In 1820, Piorry took Laennec's model and shortened it [7]. He made a flat ear 
piece of ivory and gave it a flaring chest piece. This became the model of the 
monaural stethoscope for the rest of its tenure. The monaural stethoscope was 
made in many different shapes and sizes (Fig. 1.9 and Fig. 1.10) 
Fig. 1.9. Aluminum monaural stethoscope since 1890 
i 
Fig. 1.10. Unusual French monaural, since 1890 
The monaural stethoscope was used up to the late 19th and into the early 20th 
century and is still used today in some parts of the world, such as the former Soviet 
Union. However, monaural stethoscope had a single tube for auscultation only, there 
was a drive to invent a better instrument that would convey sound more clearly, 
loudly and be more comfortable and convenient for both physicians and patients. 
Thus, the binaural stethoscope was invented. 
b) Binaural Stethoscope 
The Binaural stethoscope originated in the early 1850's [7]. The first commercially 
marketed model was that of Dr. Marsh of Cincinnati who, in 1851, patented a 
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binaural stethoscope with a diaphragm type chest piece and bulky metal ear pieces. 
In 1855，Dr. George Cammann of New York patented the first practical binaural 
model (Fig. 1.11). It was constructed of a bell piece made of wood, which had a ball 
on top of it, designed to resonate and enhance sound. To this were attached two 
tubes, about 3 inches long, made of flexible tubing and covered with woven fabric. 
These connected to the metal ear pieces which were held together by a simple 
hinge joint. Tension holding the ear pieces together was established by an elastic 
spring. 
I 
Fig. 1.11. Cammann's Binaural Stethoscope, since 1860 
At the beginning of the 20'^  century [7], the stethoscope remained relatively the 
same. The invention of the diaphragm chest piece in the early 1920's started the 
stethoscope on the road to its modern look. Below is one typical model (Fig. 1.12) 
that was invented in the mid 1900's, and is still in use today. 
邏 
鋼 
Fig. 1.12. Rieger-Bowles Stethoscope circa 1940, still in using today 
Binaural stethoscope provided a good model structure to the modem 
stethoscope. As the technology advanced, the modem stethoscope had better 
acoustic performance, and was comfortable for physicians to diagnosis for a long 
period of time. However, the basic structure and theory between binaural 
stethoscope and modem stethoscope remain unchanged. 
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c) Modern Mechanical Stethoscope 
The modern mechanical stethoscope [8] operates by two modes - bell and 
diaphragm. Normally, the head of stethoscope has two pieces of device for bell 
mode in the backside and diaphragm mode in the front side respectively. Some 
modem stethoscopes (Fig. 1.13) have tunable diaphragms allowing the physician to 
monitor both high and low frequencies without having to turn over the chest piece. 
There are some new advanced features such as solid stainless steel chest piece, 
two-tubes-in-one design, non-chill rim, and double-leaf binaural spring. They provide 
better acoustics performance, which is significant improvement in terms of low-
frequency response (Fig. 1.14 & Fig. 1.15). Their operating frequencies [8] range 
from SOHzto 1kHz. 
^ t f ^ ^ iU /•边MoiXfr runivj&yv- SunimKpftr 
Fig. 1.13. Master Cardiology Stethoscope 
Fig. 1.14. Bell Mode (low-frequency) Fig. 1.15. Diaphragm Mode (high-frequency) 
Use light contact with tunable chestpiece Without turning the chestpiece over, use firm 
to hear low frequency sounds. pressure to hear high frequency sounds. 
The modern mechanical stethoscope provides a convenient medium for 
diagnosis; however, it is difficult to add more features in the modern stethoscope 
such as adjustable volume control, noise reduction, and wireless transmission. Thus, 
many researchers try to develop more advanced electronic stethoscope. 
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d) Electronic Stethoscope 
In the 20th century, the advance in technology made the electronic medical devices. 
Electronic stethoscope [9] [10] can solve many inherent problems embedded in the 
mechanical stethoscope. For example, electronic stethoscope has adjustable 
volume control to let physicians hear a clear signal at a comfortable level. Analog or 
digital filter was introduced to reduce the background noise to improve the 
diagnostic accuracy. 
The following electronic stethoscope (Fig. 1.16) amplifies heart sounds and 
other biological sounds by up to 14 times more than mechanical stethoscopes. 
Through its microelectronic design, it eliminates sound loss and resonance effects 
associated with mechanical stethoscopes. 
a 
Fig. 1.16. Hewlett-Packard "Stethos" Electronic Stethoscope 
The electronic stethoscope analyzer (Fig. 1.17) enhances the system by 
incorporating the visual ability of personal computer (PC) [11]. People can observe 
the waveform graphically, and the data can be stored, called up at a later date, and 
even be e-mailed. Sound files can also be viewed as charts and graphs, allowing 
the practitioner to visually compare the patient's conditio门 and progress over time. 
[fheanalyz^ rO^  
* / i 
ft ： ( / 
Fig. 1.17. Welch Allyn Meditron Analyzer - Model 5079-402 
The following stethoscope (Fig. 1.18) is an example of wireless electronic 
stethoscope. The system uses infrared for the wireless transmission because a 
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wireless device operating at a normal radio frequency is usually prohibited in 
hospital. The system also has the distribution ability for teaching purpose. 
m S^^m 
Fig. 1.18. SimulScope® Auscultation System 
e) Disadvantages of Stethoscopes on the Market 
The modem mechanical stethoscope still carries the advantages of auscultation. 
However, there is still environmental noise that disturbs medical diagnosis. For 
example，in an ambulance, it is difficult to hear a clear heart and lung sound due to 
the high pitch noise of the ambulance alarm. Moreover, the modern stethoscope has 
a fix acoustic amplification only. If a patient, especially a child, has weak signal, 
some useful information will be blurred. 
The present electronic stethoscopes use several digKal or analog filters to filter 
out the unwanted noise. This noise is mainly white noise. The concept is based on 
the frequency band of the patient's heart and lung sounds. By applying suitable 
band pass filter, the noise-suppressed signal will be obtained. However, the primary 
noise in the signals during auscultation is not a white noise. During heart sounds 
auscultation, lung sounds are the main source of distributing noise, or vice versa. 
For an experienced physician, it is not a big problem to listen lung sounds that are 
contaminated by heart sounds. However, it is difficult to train a medical student 
about auscultation using polluted lung sounds. Heart signal mainly comprises two 
heart sounds, namely the first heart sound and the second heart sound. The second 
heart sound is relatively low compared with the first heart sound, and is affected by 
lung sounds easily. As a result, useful medical information is lost in the second heart 
sound auscultation [6]. Therefore, a proper method to separate those sounds is 
needed for diagnosis. 
Unfortunately, the frequency band of heart sounds and lung sounds are 
overlapped [12] (normal lung sounds range from 75Hz to 500Hz and heart sounds 
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range from 50Hz to 150Hz). If we use a digital filter to suppress heart sounds, two 
possible results will occur. The first is that lung sounds will be embedded in the 
heart sounds. The second is that the patient's heart sounds will be distorted. An 
experiment of separation of heart sounds and lung sounds by using digital filter is 
presented in chapter 4. 
f) Previous Other Works 
Adaptive filters [13] are widely accepted to be the most suitable method to 
reduce intelligently the unwanted heart sounds in lung sound recordings. The 
underlying idea is to design an adaptive filter based on some assumptions about 
correlation between LECG signal and heart sounds. An estimate of lung sounds is 
obtained as the system adapts; there are usually two phases of operation: 1) 
training the system to arrive at the filter coefficients, and 2) operation with the 
deduced coefficients to approximate the desired response. However, in situations 
where the mechanism in producing interference is time varying, it is mandatory to 
dynamically update the coefficients to adapt to the dynamics of the time varying 
process. Besides, training and operation become simultaneous. 
In as early as 1986’ some researches pointed out the relationship between the 
ECG and heart sounds. Using this relationship, the adaptive filter is developed to 
estimate the heart sounds from the ECG signal (reference signal). After constructing 
an appropriate circuit, heart sounds were reduced in the lung sound recordings. 
Heart sound energy reduction (HSER) is around 50-80 percent [14]. Other 
researchers [15] had proved that the adaptive filter was useful to reduce heart sound 
without significantly affecting breath sounds. However, this technique requires at 
least two extra sensors to pick up the reference signal such as the lead II ECG. It is 
inconvenient for physicians in auscultation. 
In 1992’ another approach was developed to estimate the heart peak location 
from the original acoustic sounds [16]. After several signal processing, a smooth 
waveform signal corresponding to the heart peak location was formed for adaptive 
filtering reference. That means the whole platform needs only a single microphone 
signal. This algorithm uses adaptive filtering as in the past. Therefore it still 
preserves the entire spectrum of lung sounds. However, in the case of breathing 
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normally, it is difficult to estimate the heart sound location. Therefore, the HSER of 
this approach is 24% to 49%. 
In 1997，another heart sound location estimated scheme was indicated by a 
new algorithm, so-called LOGREE algorithm [17]. Based on fourth-order statistics 
(FOS) of the recorded signal - without requiring recorded "noise-only" reference 
signal -- was presented. This algorithm used adaptive filtering again to preserve the 
entire spectrum. Furthermore, the proposed filter was independent of Gaussian 
uncorrelated noise and insensitive to the step size parameter. It converged fast with 
small excess errors. Experimental results showed that the HSER was around 85%. 
Unfortunately, this complicated processing requires enormous computation 
power. Assuming that 3 multiplications (3 taps) are needed in. least-mean-square 
(LMS) algorithm, over 457 multiplications (3 taps) are needed in FOS adaptive 
filtering. A huge calculation demand means that FOS filtering is possible in offline 
processing only. For signal analysis, it is good enough. However, it is difficult to 
implement such kind of algorithm in a standalone stethoscope for physicians in 
auscultation diagnosis. 
1.3.2 New Electronic Stethoscope 
In order to overcome the disadvantages of existing stethoscopes and other previous 
approaches, a new electronic stethoscope are proposed in this thesis. The main 
function of the newly designed stethoscope is to reduce heart sounds so as to better 
detect lung sound recording. Also, add-on functions, such as waveform visualization, 
adjustable volume control and automated gain control, have been developed. All 
hardware and software designs have been integrated in a single platform to process 
the signal in real time (Fig. 1.19). Both the electronic signal 一 Laplacian ECG [18], 
and the acoustic signal — Lung sounds mixed with heart sounds can be picked up by 
a new electronic stethoscope. After several signal processing algorithm, lung 
sounds with depressed heart sounds are formed. 
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Diaphra^ h^Bio^nsor 
婉 i^ rac^^ucet、》.‘Hi^ Imi^ d^ce Amplifier 
1 B^d pa^filt^ k AmpM^ ^Ban^a^ filfer Sc ^ iplifier 
Raw Acoustic Sounds Adaptive F i t o LECG Display 
Estimated Lung Sounds Estimated Heart Sounds 
Fig. 1.19. Block diagram of a new electronic stethoscope 
A comparison of the new stethoscope to others is given in Table 1.1 [7], [8], [9], 
[10], [11]. It is clear that the new electronic stethoscope has many useful functions, 
which are absent in others. Those functions can help physicians in diagnosis. 
Table 1.1. Comparison among typical stethoscopes 
Items Freq. Amp. ECG o r ~ GraphicalAuto-mated Reduction of 
Range 1 LECG Display Gain Heart sounds from 
(Hz) signal Control 2 Lung sounds 
Monaural 
Stethoscope  
Laennec's NA "NO | NO NO 丨 NO | NO 
Ebony 2-piece NA <1 No ^ ~No No 
Aluminum NA <1 No No "Nq ^ 




Cammann's NA <1 No No | No No 




Master 30-lk 1 H ^ 
Cardiology  




Hewlett- 45-20k 1-14 No [ n ^ Yes 
Packard  
Welch Analyzer 30-lk 1-5 No Yes ^ 
SimulScope 3Q-2k 1 � 5 No No 
New Electronic 25-lk l~10 Yes ^ Y ^ ^ 
Stethoscope  
1 Amplification evel of acoustic signal compared to neutral diaphragm amplification 
2 Adjust the signal amplitude automatically 
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1.4 Main Purpose of the Study 
The original motivation of this work was triggered by observations of the reduction of 
heart from lung sound recordings in past studies. We wondered whether it was 
possible to invent a new scheme to reduce heart sounds in real-time while keeping 
auscultation simple. The main purposes of our study are as follows: 
• To develop a new scheme, which can effectively reduce the heart sounds 
so as to better detect lung sound recordings without heavy distortion. 
• To compare the new scheme with past studies, trying to find the 
advantages of our scheme over others. 
• To invent a new electronic stethoscope based on our scheme. 
1.5 Organization of Thesis 
This thesis is divided into several parts based on different modules of stethoscope 
Each part contains the information of the related hardware design, software design, 
simulation, and experimental results. 
Chapter 1 provides the background information on the statistical data of heart 
and lung diseases, the basic information of auscultation and stethoscope, the overall 
structure of a new electronic stethoscope and an overview of the thesis. 
Chapter 2 presents the hardware design of a new electronic stethoscope's 
head. Related experimental results in an acoustic-electric transducer are discussed. 
Chapter 3 presents the circuit design of the signal pre-processing unit. Several 
IC components are used to amplify and band pass the extremely weak Laplacian 
ECG signal in our human body. Several experimental results in the pre-processing 
unit are explained. 
Chapter 4 presents the software design in the central platform, which is an 
integrated design to fulfill the requirement of the function to reduce heart sounds 
Several algorithms have been developed to adjust the proper level of LECG and 
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acoustic mixed signal due to the human body imbalance impedance and chest 
curvature. 
Chapter 5 concludes an overall design of the new electronic stethoscope. The 
proposed hardware standalone device, wireless transmission, slow play-back, and 
feature extraction are discussed in the same chapter. 
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A New Electronic Stethoscope's Head 
2.1 Introduction 
Usually, stethoscope can acquire acoustic signal from the human body. The 
collected signal is a medical indicator for physicians to determine patients' 
conditions. In modern mechanical stethoscope, acoustic signal is amplified by the air 
chamber allocated behind the diaphragm. Electronic stethoscope transforms 
acoustic signal to electronic signal through an acoustic-electric device, and then 
amplified by several integrated circuits (IC). However, both types of stethoscopes 
collect raw acoustic signals (sounds) only. 
In this thesis, a special type of stethoscope has been invented. It collects both 
acoustic signal (raw heart sounds and lung sounds) and electronic signal (LECG) at 
the same time. The acoustic signal would be pre-amplified naturally by an air 
chamber by a principle of standing wave, and then transformed to electronic signal 
by a transducer. Electronic signal is collected by two concentric ring biopotential 
electrodes. The voltage difference between both electrodes represents the LECG 
signal. 
In this chapter, the characteristics of biosensor are introduced followed by the 
discussion of acoustic-electric transducer. The hardware design of the stethoscope's 
head is analyzed after both sections. An experiment of the stethoscope's head is 
used to analyze and determine a suitable bias voltage applied to a stethoscope's 
head. Moreover, another experiment proves that there is no significant acoustic 
waveform distortion after adding two concentric ring sensor in front of stethoscope's 
diaphragm followed by the section of discussion. Finally, a summary of the 
stethoscope's design is given in the last session. 
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2.2 Biopotential Electrode 
In order to measure and record potentials and, hence, currents in the body, it is 
necessary to provide an interface between the body and the electronic measuring 
apparatus. This interface function is carried out by Biopotential electrodes [1]. In any 
practical measurement of potential, current flow in the measuring circuit for at least a 
function of the period of time over which the measurement is made. Ideally this 
current should be very small. However, in practical situations, it is never zero. 
Biopotential electrodes must therefore have the capability of conducting a current 
across the interface between the body and the electronic measuring circuit. Actually, 
the electrode also acts a transducer, because current is carried in the body by ions, 
whereas it is carried in the electrode and its lead wire is carried by electrons. Thus 
the electrode serves as a transducer to convent an ionic current to an electronic 
current. 
2.2.1 Flexible Electrode 
Usually, the electrode is solid and is either flat or has a fixed curvature, such as 
platinum and silver/silver chloride electrode. The body surface, on the other hand, is 
irregularly shaped and can change its local curvature with movement. Solid 
electrodes cannot conform to this change in body-surface topography, which can 
result in additional motion artifact. To avoid such problems, a flexible electrode has 
been developed [1]. 
A carbon-filled silicone rubber (conductive rubber) compound in the form of a 
thin strip or disk has been used as the active element of an electrode [1]. They 
require some type of adhesive component to hold them in place against the 
conducting wire. New electrolytic hydrogel material (silver epoxy) has been 
developed, which is in the form of a thin, flexible slab of gelatinous material. This 
substance has a sticky surface that is similar to the adhesive tack on the tape and 
can be used to hold the electrode in place. By virtue of the mobile ions that contains, 
it is also electrically conductive. Because the electrode and this interface material 
are both flexible, a good, mechanically secure electric contact can be made between 
the electrode and the skin. 
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One drawback of this material is its relatively high electrical resistance, 
compared to that of the electrolyte gel routinely used with electrodes; however, 
because the amplifiers used with these electrodes now have input impedance of the 
order of lOMQ or higher, which is greater than the resistance of the electrolytic 
material. Often there is less motion artifact when these electrodes are used. 
2.2.2 Laplacian Electrocardiogram 
In as early as 1988, Waller described the ways in which the laws of physics could be 
applied to heart and theoretically assumed that the heart could be represented by a 
bipolar electrical source [2]. Numerous investigators had utilized the body surface 
potential map (BSPM) and shown that the BSPM could provide additional 
information to that contained in the conventional electrocardiogram (ECG) [3]. The 
BSPM had been shown by a number of investigators to reliably identify major single 
cardiac event. In a number of experimental studies [4], correlation of surface 
potential patterns with experimental interventions such as ectopic pacing, epicardial 
bums as well as myocardial infarction, had been reported. While the BSPM may be 
useful in characterizing a single cardiac event, experimental evidence indicates that 
the BSPM is quite limited in its ability to resolve multiple simultaneous bioelectrical 
event in the heart. This limitation of the BSPM is caused by the smoothing effect of 
the volume conductor. Thus, it becomes difficult to identify and localize multiple 
spatially distributed cardiac electrical events. 
To improve the spatial resolution of body surface mapping, a new approach of 
bioelectrical sources associated with normal and abnormal cardiac activities by 
measuring the surface Laplacian of the body surface potential [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] has 
been developed. The body surface Laplacian map (BSLM) may be interpreted as an 
image of a two dimensional charge density distribution, or as a map of the normal 
derivate of the normal component of the current density at the body surface. The 
surface Laplacian recording of bioelectrical activity was first applied by Hjorth in 
1975 to the electroencephalogram (EEG) [9]. In his first implementation, Hjorth used 
five unipolar surface EEG electrodes to estimate the surface Laplacian of the EEG 
on the scalp. 
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Considering a set of five unipolar electrodes on the body 
surface, the two-dimensional Laplacian of the potential at center point 0 can be 
given by [9] 
=d{d(/) ldx)ldx + d{d(/) ldy)ldy 
«[{(f>,-(l),)lb-{(f,, 一 (P,)lb]lb + [{(f)^ — (f>^)lb - {(f), - ((>^)lb]lb 
«(4/办2) (2 1) 
- '=1 J 
where {x,y}\s a local Cartesian coordinate system with an origin at the observation 
point 0 on the body surface. represents the electrical potential at electrode / as 
shown in Fig. 2.2 and b is the inter-electrode distance. Equation (2.1) shows that the 
two-dimensional Laplacian of the potential at the center point 0 is approximately 
proportional to the difference of the average potential of four neighboring points with 
the potential at the center point. As long as the inter-electrode distance b is 
sufficiently short, the approximation in (2.1) will yield a good approximation of the 
two-dimensional Laplacian. 
Since the two-dimensional Laplacian of the potential should be independent of 
the coordinate system selected, the relationship established in (2.1) should hold for 
another coordinate system x'-y, which can be obtained by rotating the coordinate 
X —少 around the center point 0. That is, the two-dimensional Laplacian of the 
potential at point 0 can also be approximated by 
— 2 ) [(1/4)玄於一卢。] (2.2) 
The surface Laplacian of the potential at the center point 0 can be estimated 
from the potential difference between the potential at the center 0 and the averaged 
potential over four neighboring points 1-4 (Fig. 2.1). The same result can be 
obtained from the potential difference between the center potential and averaged 
potential difference over another four neighboring points 1，-4，which can be obtained 
by rotating the four neighboring points 1-4 around the center 0. The potential 
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difference between the center point 0 and the average potential over the ring, is the 
ensemble average of the five-point estimation of the surface Laplacian taken over all 
rotations. 
By averaging the estimate of the two-dimensional Laplacian over a complete 
circular rotation of the coordinate system, we obtain 
< ^ 楊 2 ) (t> dl-(j>, (2.3) 
where the integral is taken around a circle of radius b. Based on the formula (2.3), 
an integrated bipolar Laplacian electrode was developed to measure directly the 
surface Laplacian of the potential, or the equivalent charge density, on the body 
surface [4]. 
4’ 4 
Fig. 2.1. Schematic diagram of circular realization of surface Laplacian recording. 
Figure 2.2 depicts the basic schematic diagram of the bipolar Laplacian 
electrode [10]. The electrode consists of two parts: a central conductive disk and a 
concentric circular conductive ring. The intermediate area between them is an 
electric insulator. The output of the bipolar Laplacian electrode is the potential 
difference at the center and the averaged potential over the outer ring. The surface 
area of the central disk was set to be the same as that the outer ring [10] 
® 
Fig. 2.2. Schematic diagram of the circular bipolar Laplacian electrode structure 
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2.3 Transducer 
A transducer [11], [12] is defined as a device that receives energy from one system 
and retransmits it, often in a different form, to another system. The energy 
transmitted by these systems may be of any form, such as electrical, mechanical, or 
acoustical. It may be of the same or different forms in the various input and output 
systems. Transducers in industry and medicine are used to measure pressure, force, 
velocity and acceleration, flow, sound, temperature, chemical parameters such as 
partial pressures, pH, electrical impedance, and many more. The signals produced 
by transducers, sensors, or bioelectronic electrodes are small and amplification is 
required for an analog or digital readout. This concept applies in general to 
electronic, mechanical, and especially the medical events. 
In this thesis, one type of acoustic-electrical transducer, named condenser 
microphone [13], is discussed briefly. Put simply, a microphone is a device, which 
converts acoustic energy (received as vibratory motion of air particles) into electrical 
energy (sent along the microphone cable as vibratory motion of elementary 
electrical particles called 'electrons'). Sound waves are inherently short lived and 
can travel only a relatively brief distance before they sink below the limits of 
audibility. Electric currents, by contrast, can be amplified and sent along any 
required length of wire or they can be modulated onto high-frequency radio waves 
for 'wireless' transmission all round the world. They can also be recorded on a 
variety of different media for subsequent playback at a later date. 
A condenser microphone, originally proposed by Edison but eventually 
introduced around 1971 by Wente, relies on electrostatic charges. Basically, it 
consists of a thin conductive diaphragm separated by a narrow air gap from a solid 
back plate to form a capacitor [13]. A polarizing voltage is connected across the two 
plates through a resistance so that a quasi-constant electrical charge is established. 
Motion of the diaphragm causes the charge-carrying ability (capacitance) of the 
structure to alternate above and below its stationary value and the resulting voltage 
gives rise to the desired AC signals. 
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2.4 Design of the Head of Stethoscope 
A new stethoscope's head has the basic structure of mechanical stethoscope [14]. 
In this section, the structure of the stethoscope's head design [15], [16] is discussed, 
including the component of stethoscope's head, cement material, and dimension. 
Schematic diagrams of a new stethoscope's head are shown in Figure 2.3 and 2.4. 
j ！ 
i ^Diaphragm ! Conducting Cable 
Ring Conductive Rubber Center Conductive Rubber 
Fig. 2.3. Front view schematic diagram of a stethoscope's head 
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Fig. 2.4. Side view schematic diagram of a stethoscope's head 
Because it is necessary to give a bias potential to the condenser microphone 
for proper function, a circuit design is needed. The related design is discussed in the 
next chapter. 
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2.5 Experimental Results 
2.5.1 Bias Voltage of Condenser Microphone 
The reason of transducer property inside condenser microphone is that the 
changeable impedance value (capacitance and resistance) due to the different 
acoustic level received. In this experiment (Fig. 2.5.)，the proper value of bias 
voltage of a condenser microphone is determined. Different DC voltage levels were 
applied to a condenser microphone. The current values were received 
corresponding to different DC voltages in static state. Experimental results are 
summarized in Table 2.1. 
\ / Condenser Microphone 
Variable voltage supply 
(from OV to 12V) 
Fig. 2.5. Experimental testing of bias voltage of condenser microphone 
Table 2.1. Voltage and current relationship of condenser microphone 
Voltage/V 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
Current/mA 0.00 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 
Voltage/V 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 
Current/mA 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.35 0.45 0.93 
Therefore, the l-V characteristic graph and impedance versus voltage graph (by 
ohm's law) are formed (Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7). 
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l-V characteristic of condenser microphone 
1 . 0 -
0.8- / 
t • / 
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• / 
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Voltage/V 
Fig. 2.6. Current-voltage relationship in a condenser microphone 
Impedance vs Voltage characteristic 
401 of condenser microphone 
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Fig. 2.7. Impedance-voltage relationship in a condenser microphone 
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2.5.2 Frequency Response of New Stethoscope's Head 
Because of two concentric ring sensors attached in front of stethoscope's diaphragm, 
a thin layer of silver epoxy is used for a cement material. In this experiment, the 
acoustic performance between our newly designed stethoscope and a market 
product, named SimulScope, were compared (Fig. 2.8). Different sounds with 
monotonic frequency, input output was set to lOOmVrms, Vin, were applied to both 
products. Electronic signals, Vout, were received corresponding to different 
monotonic frequency in different products. Experimental results are summarized in 
Table 2.2. 
Input Voltage (variable frequency) _ 
DC Bias Voltage 
~ ^ 
� , 10cm ~ ~  
Speaker ^ — ^  
Condenser 
^ Microphone (Vout )  
Fig. 2.8. Experimental testing of frequency response of condenser microphone 
Table 2.2. Frequency response of condenser microphone 
Frequency/Hz 50 75 100 150 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
New Product/mVrms 49 100 175 191 183 171 195 233 269 281 281 346 
SimulScoope/mVrms 240 473 740 855 843 821 963 1050 1370 1320 1390 1710 
Frequency/Hz 1000 1100 1200 1300 14000 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 
New Product/mVrms 358 378 1160 936 540 407 423 390 414 586 896 
SimulScope/mVrms 2160 4340 3590 2400 1400 963 728 579 462 344 208 
After a simple calculation, dividing Vout by Vin, the frequency-response curve versus 
gain value in both testing products is formed (Fig. 2.9). 
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Frequency-response Curve of 
New Electronic Stethoscope's Head and SimulScope 
I 八 
10: •...... • . z • - - • 
钃一 • / \ \ • 
S • I 
1: X , ： 
/ 一•— New Electronic Stethoscope's Head 
•"“..•-••- Simulscope 
‘ ‘‘““‘""1 ‘ 1 1—I—I~1—1“I—I 1— 
100 1000 
Frequency/Hz 
Fig. 2.9. Frequency-response curve of new electronic stethoscope's head and SimulScope 
2.6 Discussion 
In the head design of stethoscope (Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4), the function of 
conductive rubber is used to acquire the biopotential signal. The difference between 
both electrodes (+LECG and -LECG) is the LECG signal. Silver epoxy is 
conductive cement to hold the conductive rubber in place against the diaphragm. 
The thickness of conductive rubber is less than 1mm to minimize the acoustic signal 
distortion before entering the diaphragm. Diaphragm is a normal diaphragm of 
mechanical stethoscope. The acoustic raw signals are pre-amplified by the air 
chamber behind the diaphragm and then transformed to electronic signal by the 
condenser microphone. 
In an experiment of microphone bias voltage determination, as shown in 
Figure 2.7’ the impedance values of a condenser microphone were changed due to 
different applied voltages. By observation, the linear region located within the 
applied voltage around from OV to 10V. The middle value, 5V, was chosen in the 
circuit design for proper usage in a microphone (corresponding to 21 kQ impedance). 
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After determining a DC bias voltage, a condenser microphone can work for a 
transducer to convert the acoustic waveform to electrical signal (AC signal). 
In the frequency response experiment, the new electronic stethoscope's head 
and SimulScope were tested and compared. We found that they both had similar 
frequency-response curve under 1700Hz. Be reminded that the bandwidth of 
acoustic channel of the new electronic stethoscope is from 25Hz to 1 kHz. Thus, a 
similar acoustic performance, compared with SimulScope, was obtained even 
though two concentric ring electrodes were added in front of diaphragm. However, a 
higher gain value in SimulScope was obtained due to the signal amplifying circuit 
embedded in SimulScope. Thus, a signal amplification circuit is needed in the new 
electronic stethoscope. Details of signal pre-processing circuit is discussed in the 
following chapter. 
2.7 Section Summary 
In this chapter, the details of a new stethoscope's head have been discussed. In the 
section of biopotential, the material of flexible electrode and the principle of LECG 
have been introduced. One type of transducer, named condenser microphone, was 
chosen in a new stethoscope's head for acoustic-electronic signal conversion The 
schematic diagram of a new stethoscope's head was sketched to present its overall 
structure design. After that, due to the need of bias voltage on condenser 
microphone, the related experiment was done to determine that value to make a 
transducer working properly. Another experiment pointed out that the adding 
concentric ring sensor in front of stethoscope's diaphragm would have only slight 
distortion to the acoustic waveform. To sum up, the function of a new stethoscope's 
head (Fig. 2.10) is used to collect the acoustic signal (heart sound and lung sound) 
together with the electronic signal at the same time. Due to the effect of the human 
body imbalance impedance and the curve shape of the chest, a further signal 
processing circuit is needed to filter out the unwanted noise and to amplify the 
inherent human body week signal. The analysis of the circuit is discussed in the 
following chapter. 
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Fig. 2.10. Hardware of a new electronic stethoscope's head 
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Signal Pre-processing Unit 
3.1 Introduction 
Amplifiers are an important part of modern instrumentation systems for measuring 
biopotentials. The essential function of a biopotential amplifier is to take a weak 
electric signal, especially LECG, of biological origin and increase its amplitude so 
that it can be further processed, recorded, or displayed. Usually such amplifiers are 
in the form of voltage amplifiers, because they are capable of increasing the voltage 
level of a signal. Moreover, voltage amplifiers also serve to increase power levels, 
so they can be considered power amplifiers as well. 
Signal pre-processing unit must operate in that portion of the frequency 
spectrum in which the biopotentials and the mixed sounds that they amplify exist. 
Because of the low level of such signals, it is important to limit the bandwidth of the 
amplifier so that it is just great enough to process the signal adequately. In this way, 
the optimal signal-to-noise ratio is obtained. 
In this chapter, a signal pre-process unit to pre-process signal before entering 
the central platform is introduced. The operational principle of high input impedance 
• is discussed followed by a voltage control voltage source filtering circuit [1]. 
Moreover, the overall circuit diagram [2], [3] of a signal pre-processing unit is 
displayed after introducing a multiple feedback filtering circuit. After that, an 
experiment is used to test the function and stability of the signal pre-processing unit. 
Finally，the whole design is concluded in the section of summary. 
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3.2 High Input Impedance IC Amplifier 
To be useful biologically, all biopotential amplifiers must meet certain basic 
requirements. They must have high input impedance, so that they provide minimal 
loading of the signal being measured. The characteristics of biopotential electrodes 
can be affected by the electric load they see, which, combined with excessive 
loading can result in distortion of the signal. Loading effects are minimized by 
making the amplifier input impedance as high as possible, thereby reducing this 
distortion. Usually, biopotential amplifiers have input impedance of at least 10MQ. 
To fulfill the entire requirement, extremely high input impedance IC, INA118, 
produced by BURR-BROWN is needed. 
The INA118 is a low-powered instrumentation amplifier used for general 
purposes. Its versatile 3-op amplifier design and small size make it ideal for a wide 
range of applications. Current-feedback input circuitry provides wide bandwidth even 
at high gain (70kHz at Gain = 100). The INA118 provides a convenient variable gain 
control (from 1 to 10,000) by a resistance value of a single resistor. A low offset 
voltage and high common-mode rejection ration (110dB at Gain = 1000) make it a 
suitable device for biopotential amplifier. 
In the signal pre-processing unit, the INA118 (Fig. 3.1) is used to amplify the 
LECG signal acquired from the chest primary. The overall gain factor is set to 1000 
to amplify the LECG signal. The gain factor of INA 118 is set to 50 because it is a 
low noise amplifier. A large value of gain factor in low noise amplifier will depress 
the noise figure in the whole unit. For the specification provided by BURR BROWN, 
a single resistor-capacitor set (a 1KQ resistor and a 33^F capacitor), connected in 
series, serves as a voltage amplifier and a high-pass filter for both input leads, with 
a gain factor of 10 and a corner frequency of 5Hz. Therefore, no common signal can 
be converted into a differential signal. 
Ring Conductive Rubber • + 
� Other Prg-processing Unit 
Center Conductive Rubber • - ^xf 
^ ^  
H H U H 
33M. Ik 
Fig. 3.1. Circuit diagram of the high impedance IC circuit 
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3.3 Voltage Control Voltage Source High Pass 
Filter Circuit 
Continuoususly active filters are active networks (circuits) with characteristics that 
make them useful in today's system design. Their response can be predetermined 
once their excitation is known, provided that their characteristic function is known or 
can be derived from their circuit diagram. 
A number of popular circuits is considered using the non-inverting (positive 
gain) and inverting (negative gain) operational amplifier configurations. In both 
cases, the open-loop gain of the amplifier is taken to be high and in the first class of 
circuits to be considered, the so-called voltage-controlled-voltage-source (VCVS) [4], 
it will be seen that the circuit gain may be adjusted by means of a resistor ratio. It 
has good circuit isolation properties (high input impedance and low output 
impedance), which means that they may be cascaded to form higher-order filters 
without the need for additional isolation amplifiers. In the signal pre-processing unit, 
the second order VCVS Butterworth active high pass filters (Fig. 3.2) are used to 
filter out the dc noise of the signal in LECG and raw sounds: 
R2 
[ = • 
Cl C2 
Vi 1 r i i ^ S J ^ ^ o 
Ri R3 
Fig. 3.2. Circuit diagram of VCVS second order high pass filter 
where Vj and Vo represent the input voltage and output voltage respectively, Ri to R4 
indicate the resistors in the circuit. Ci and C2 represent the capacitors. This type of 
circuit was first proposed by Sallen and Key [4]. Calculation procedure is discussed 
in the section of Appendix A.1. Finally, All necessary parameters are summarized in 
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2: 
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Table 3.1. Scaled values of component in VCVS LECG channel 
Gompo门 6门 ts Values 
Ri 28 .85m 
R2 8 . 79m 




Table 3.2. Scaled values of component in VCVS raw acoustic sound channel 
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3.4 Multiple Feed Back Low Pass Filter Circuit 
Multiple feedback (MFB) circuit [4] is an alternative to the previously considered 
VCVS circuit, which has a relatively low closed-loop gain, insofar as the operational 
amplifier is deemed to be working as an ideal VCVS with an infinite gain. The overall 
circuit gain is finite and fixed by the circuit components. The expression multiple 
feedbacks refer to the two feedback paths. Also, the output has 180° phase shift in 
addition to the phase shift through the network. 
This circuit possesses much smaller sensitivities than the VCVS circuit 
previously considered, especially that the Q-factor associated with the closed-loop 
gain. With this configuration it is possible to realize reasonably large values of Q-
factor at low frequencies, although the trade-off is a narrower bandwidth and a much 
higher open-loop gain requirement. In signal pre-processing unit, the second order 
MFB Butterworth low pass filters (Fig. 3.3) are used to filter out the high frequency 
white noise of the signal in LECG and raw sounds: 
R2 C2 十 
Ri Y R3 . 
V. Ci ^ t 
V � 
Fig. 3.3. Circuit diagram of MFB second order low pass filter 
where Vj and Vo represent the input voltage and output voltage respectively, Ri to R3 
indicate the resistors in the circuit. Ci and C2 represent the capacitors. Calculation 
procedure is discussed in the section of Appendix A.2. Finally, All necessary 
parameters are summarized in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4: 
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Table 3.3. Scaled values of component in MFB LECG channel 
Components Values 
Ri 13.2 船 
尺2 132.1搬 
尺 3 \91.95kD. 
Ci 1T]F 
C2 200pF 
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3.5 Overall Circuit 
In section 3.2 to 3.4, all theoretical parameters have been figured out. In this section, 
the whole circuit diagram of the single pre-processing unit (Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5) 
would be discussed together with the hardware implantation details. 
8k 
• r  
L E C G j ^ r v 2.2^ 2.2u ^ MlBOk +200p 
L E c 厂 ^ ^ 
LECG- ^ ^ ^ ^ f — / 200k + 
H H Z I h - ^ t Z H 20TI 土 ——X ‘ 
33^ Ik 27k 门 门 80k 
Y VSOk — — 
__L_ __L_ Signal 
— — output 
Fig. 3.4. Overall circuit diagram of LECG channel 
lOV 8k 
X • r  
20kLJ 0.4)^  M270k 士 lOOp 
Sound M > 1 _ 丄 100k + > " ^ ~ \ 27kn n ^ y MsOk 二 二 
— 丄 丄 Signal 
— — output 
Fig. 3.5. Overall circuit diagram of raw acoustic sound channel 
As shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, the resistors and capacitors value have 
some differences from calculation because it is difficult to find such kinds of device 
with the exact values. However, the overall distortions have been adjusted so that 
the gain factors and cutoff frequencies would not deviate too much from the 
theoretical value. All parameters are summarized in Table 3.5 
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Table 3.5. Parameters of devices setting in signal pre-processing circuit 
Channels 
LECG Acoustic Sound 
High Input Impedance Circuit 
Gain 50 Nil 
High pass cutoff frequency 5Hz Nil 
Order order Nil 
Inverting or non-inverting Inverting Nil 
VCVS circuit 
Gain 2 2 
High pass cutoff frequency 5Hz 25Hz 
Order order order 
Inverting or non-inverting Non-inverting Non-inverting 
MFB circuit 
Gain 10 20 
Low pass cutoff frequency 500Hz 1000Hz 
Order order order 
Inverting or non-inverting inverting inverting 
Overall circuit 
Total gain 1000 40 
bandwidth 5Hz to 500Hz 25Hz to 10OOHz 
Order 3「d order order 
Inverting or non-inverting Non-inverting Inverting 
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3.6 Experimental Results 
In this experiment, both channels, LECG and raw acoustic sounds, were tested to 
observe whether the performance of a real hardware matched the theoretical results. 
In the experiment (Fig. 3.6), different frequency signals with the same voltage levels 
were applied to the circuits. Then, the output voltage levels were received. 
A signal pre- , . “ 
processing circuit 1 Multimeter 
i L 
Signal 
generator < ~ 
Variable frequency (sine wave) 
Fig. 3.6. Block diagram of experimental testing of signal pre-processing unit 
In LECG channel, 1 mv/rms was applied to the input, frequency ranged from 
0.01Hz to 1000Hz with an appropriate step. In raw acoustic sound channel, 
25mV/rms was applied to the input, frequency ranged from 0.01Hz to 1500Hz. All 
experimental results are summarized in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7. 
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Table 3.6. Frequency and voltage relationship of LECG channel 
Frequency (Hz) 0.01 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 20 
Output voltage (Vrms) 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.23 0.48 0.67 0.78 0.84 0.87 0.90 0.91 1.00 
Frequency (Hz) 50 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
Output voltage (Vrms) 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.00 0.93 0.73 0.60 0.51 0.43 0.39 0.35 
Table 3.7. Frequency and voltage relationship of raw acoustic sound channel 
Frequency (Hz) 0.01 5.0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 100 
Output voltage (Vrms) 0.19 0.23 0.38 0.60 0.95 1.11 1.16 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 
Frequency (Hz) 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 
Output voltage (Vrms) 1.24 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.24 1.24 1.21 1.14 1.03 0.94 0.83 
Frequency (Hz) 1300 1400 1500 
Output voltage (Vrms) 0.74 0.69 0.63 
According to the figures of Table 3.6 and table 3.7’ the corresponding 
frequency spectrums are formed as shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8: 
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Voltage vs Frequency characteristic of LECG channel 
1.2-
„ 0.8- / \ 
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Fig. 3.7. Frequency spectrum of LECG channel 
Voltage vs Frequency characteristic 
14 of raw acoustic sound Channel 
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Fig. 3.8. Frequency spectrum of raw acoustic sound channel 
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3.7 Discussion 
In signal pre-processing unit, a high input-impedance circuit amplifier is the first 
device to collect the electronic biosignal from the chest. The differential DC potential 
appears at the non-inverting input of the amplifier. The differential DC voltage also 
appears at the inverting input end of the instrumental amplifier (lA). A single resistor-
capacitor set, connected in series, serves as a high pass filter for both input leads, 
with a cutoff frequency of 5Hz. Therefore, no common signal can be converted into 
a differential signal, in other words, there is no CMRR degradation. Again, the LECG 
signals are amplified by the gain factor of 50 in this preliminary stage. After that, the 
signal is processed by a VCVS circuit with a gain factor of 2 and a high pass cutoff 
frequency of 5Hz. Finally, a MFB circuit enhances a further 10 times of voltage 
amplitude, with a low pass cutoff frequency of 500Hz, to process the LECG signal. 
In raw mixed sounds channel, it is not necessary to use high input impedance 
amplifier to collect the signal. Thus, a high pass VCVS circuit with 25 Hz cutoff 
frequency is the first unit in signal pre-processing unit with the gain factor of 2. It is 
followed by a low pass MFB circuit with a cutoff frequency of 1kHz and a gain factor 
of 20. 
The amplifiers we used in VCVS and MFB circuits are produced by Linear 
Technology. Their product (LT1013) is a precision dual op amp in the 8-pin industry 
standard configuration. Moreover, as shown in Table 3.5, the overall performance of 
acoustic channel is inverting because in acoustic signal, it is not necessary to 
provide a non-inverting media. The inverting form does not affect the quality of 
sounds. Thus, an inverting circuit design was constructed to keep the circuit with 
fewer electronic compons门ts. 
In the graph of LECG channel frequency spectrum (Fig. 3.7), the flat band 
frequency response is almost located within the predicted bandwidth from (5Hz to 
500Hz). The average voltage amplitude within flat band is around 1Vrms. Thus, the 
gain factor should be 1Vrms/1mVrms = 1000, which matches the theoretical result 
predicted in the previous section. In the graph of acoustic channel frequency 
spectrum (Fig. 3.8), the flat band response is still located within the bandwidth from 
(25Hz to 1000Hz). The gain factor in the experimental result is around 50 rather 
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than 40 in the theoretical result. However, this over-gain effect does not distort the 
shape of waveform of acoustic sound. 
3.8 Section Summary 
Sio-signal measurements involve voltages that often are at low levels. The 
amplitude of the human signal may be lower than 1 mV especially the raw LECG. 
Amplifiers are required to increase signal strength while maintaining high fidelity. In 
a new electronic stethoscope, both LECG and raw mixed sounds are processed by 
several amplification circuits to enlarge their amplitudes. Also, they need several 
filter techniques to reduce the influence of the white noise. As "a result, the signals 
with enhanced signal-to-noise ratio have been received. 
Three signal pre-processing units (Fig. 3.9) have been introduced in this 
chapter, including high input impedance amplifier, VCVS high pass filter circuit, and 
MFS low pass filter circuit. The corresponding theoretical and experimental results in 
LECG channel and in raw acoustic sound channel have shown that it is successful 
to pre-process those signals collected by a new stethoscope's head. As a result, the 
pre-processed signal can reach the central platform for further advanced signal 
processing. Details of main platform are discussed in the following chapter. 
(I" 
Fig. 3.9. Hardware of signal pre-processing unit 
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In this chapter, we introduce a central platform that has been developed to 
reduce heart sounds from lung sound recordings by adaptive filtering. The principle 
of adaptive filtering technique and least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm are also 
introduced. Then, the determination of parameters in adaptive filter and two-offline 
approaches are discussed. It is followed by a real-time platform, composed by 
LABVIEW, to process the signal simultaneously. Several experiments in subjects 
indicate the effectiveness of the new approach. In the discussion section, the quality 
of heart sounds reduction among different approaches is compared. Finally, the 
whole structure of central platform is summarized in the last section. 
4.2 Adaptive Filter 
4.2.1 Introduction to Adaptive Filtering 
In the last thirty years, significant contributions have been made in the signal 
processing field. The advances in digital circuit design have been the key 
technological development that sparkled a growing interest in the field of digital 
signal processing. The resulting digital signal processing systems are attractive due 
to their reliability, accuracy, small physical sizes, and flexibility. 
One example of a digital signal processing system is called filtering. Filtering is 
a signal processing operation whose objective is to process a signal in order to 
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manipulate the information contained in the signal. In other words, a filter is a device 
that maps its input signal in another output signal facilitating the extraction of the 
desired information contained in the input signal. A digital fHter is the one that 
processes discrete-time signals represented in digital format. For time-invariant 
filters the internal parameters and the structure of the filter are fixed, and if the filter 
is linear the output signal is a linear function of the input signal. Once prescribed 
specifications are given, the design of time invariant linear filters entails three basic 
steps, namely: the approximation of the specifications by a rational transfer function, 
the choice of an appropriate structure defining the algorithm, and the choice of the 
form of implementation for the algorithm. 
An adaptive filter [6] is required when either the fixed specifications are 
unknown or the specifications cannot be satisfied by time-invariant filters. Strictly 
speaking an adaptive filter is a nonlinear filter since its characteristics are dependent 
on the input signal and consequently the homogeneity and additivity conditions are 
not satisfied. However, if we freeze the filter parameters at a given instant of time, 
the adaptive filter considered in this text is linear in the sense that its output signal is 
a linear function of its input signal. 
The adaptive filters are time-varying since their parameters are continually 
changing in order to meet a performance requirement. In this sense, we can 
interpret an adaptive filter as a filter that performs the approximation step-on-line. 
Usually the definition of the performance criterion requires the existence of a 
reference signal that is usually hidden in the approximation step of fixed-filter design. 
This discussion brings the concept that in the design of fixed (nonadaptive) filters, a 
complete characterization of the input and reference signals is required in order to 
design the most appropriate filter that meets a prescribed performance. 
Unfortunately, this is not the usual situation encountered in practice, where the 
environment is not well defined. The signals that compose the environment are the 
input and the reference signals, and in cases where any of them is not well defined, 
the design procedure could be costly and difficult to implement on-line. The solution 
to this problem is to employ an adaptive filter that performs on-line updating of its 
parameters through a rather simple algorithm, using only the information available in 
the environment. In other words, the adaptive filter performs a data-driven 
approximation step. 
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4.2.2 Least-Mean-Square (LMS) Algorithm 
The basic objective of the adaptive filter is to set its parameter in such way that its 
output tries to minimize a meaningful objective function involving the reference 
signal. The least-mean-square (LMS) [7] is a search algorithm in which a 
simplification of the gradient vector computation is made possible by appropriately 
modifying the objective function. The LMS algorithm is widely used in various 
applications of adaptive filtering due to its computational simplicity. The 
convergence characteristics of the LMS algorithm are examined in order to establish 
a range for the convergence factor that will guarantee stability. The convergence 
speed of the LMS is shown to be dependent of the eigenvalue spread of the input-
signal correlation matrix. The LMS algorithm is so far the most widely used algorithm 
in adaptive filtering for several reasons. The main features that attracted the use of 
the LMS algorithm are low computational complexity, proof of convergence in 
stationary environment, unbiased convergence to the Wiener solution, and stable 
behavior when implemented with finite-precision arithmetic. 
In this brief section, the LMS algorithm as it is applied to the adaptation of 
time-varying finite-duration impulse response (FIR) filters is described. For the 
adaptive FIR system the transfer function (4.1) is described by 
= (4.1) 
q=0 
where b(k) indicates the time-varying coefficients of the filter, Q represents the 
length of filter, q represents the q^ component within the length of Q, y(n) indicates 
the component of output value, and x(n-q) represents the component of input signal. 
With FIR filter the mean-squared error performance surface in the multidimensional 
space of the filter coefficients is a quadratic function and has a single minimum 
mean-square error (MMSE). The coefficient values at the optimal solution are called 
the MMSE solution. The goal of the adaptive process is to adjust the filter 
coefficients in such a way that they move from their current position toward the 
MMSE solution. If the input signal changes with time, the adaptive system must 
continually adjust the coefficients to follow the MMSE solution. In practice, the 
MMSE solution is often never reached. 
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The LMS algorithm updates the filter coefficients based on the method of 
steepest descent. This can be described in vector notation (4.2) as follows: 
(4.2) 
where B^  is the coefficient column vector, is a parameter that controls the rate of 
convergence, and the gradient (4.3) is approximated as 
_ dE si 
〜 三 - 2 讽 （4.3) 
where X^is the LECG signal column vector and f j s the error signal as shown in 
Figure 4.1. Thus, the basic LMS algorithm (4.4) and (4.5) can be written as 
B “丨=B"+2// f�X" (4.4) 
(4.5) 
where the raw acoustic sounds as shown in Figure 4.1. The selection of the 
convergence parameter must be done carefully because if it is too small the 
coefficient vector will adapt very slowly and may not react to changes in the input 
signal. If the convergence parameter is too large, the system will adapt to noise in 
the signal and may never converge to the MMSE solution. 
�R a w Acoustic Sounds ^ Q ^ ~ E s t i m a t e d Lung S o u n d s ) 
• “ 
广 ^  
C LECG Adaptive Filter — I — — | ~ ~ E s t i m a t e d Heart Sounds ^ 
Fig. 4.1. Signal enhancement block diagram of heart sound reduction 
4.2.3 Applications 
In this section, we discuss some possible choices for the input and desired signals 
and how these choices are related to the applications. Some of the classical 
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applications of adaptive filtering are system identification, channel equalization, 
prediction, and signal enhancement. 
In the system identification application, the desired signal is the output of the 
unknown system when excited by a broadband signal, in most cases a white noise 
signal. The broadband signal is also used as input for the adaptive filter as 
illustrated in Figure 4.2. When the output mean-square error (MSE) is minimized, 
the adaptive filter represents a model for the unknown system. 
Unknown  
System 
O d k 
- y k … 
Adaptive  
Filter 
Fig. 4.2. System identification 
The channel equalization scheme consists of applying the originally 
transmitted signal distorted by the channel as the input signal to an adaptive filter, 
whereas the desired signal is a delayed version of the original signal as depicted in 
Figure 4.3. This delayed version of the input signal is in general available at the 
receiver in a form of standard training signal. The minimization of the MSE indicates 
that the adaptive filter represents an inverse model (equalizer) of the channel. 
j Z-L I  
Fig. 4.3. Channel equalization 
In the prediction case the desired signal is a forward (or eventually a backward) 
version of the adaptive filter input signal as shown in Figure 4.4. After convergence, 
the adaptive filter represents a model for the input signal. It can be used as a 
predictor model for the input signal. 
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i 饭 
乂k Adaptive ^ 
Filter ^ X Z J 
Fig. 4.4. Signal prediction 
Finally, in the signal enhancement case [8], which is also our approach, lung 
sounds are mixed by heart sounds to form the signal ，and the signal x^  ’ which is 
LECG, correlated to the heart sounds. If x左 is used as an input to the adaptive filter 
with the lung sounds corrupted by heart sounds playing the role of the desired signal, 
after convergence the output error will be an enhanced version of the lung sounds 
(heart sounds depressed). Figure 4.5 illustrates a block diagram in this configuration. 
^ Raw Acoustic Sounds b Q 块~Estimated Lung S o u n d T ^ 
广 々 ^  
LECG AdapjiVe Filter — 1 — — | ~ ~ E s t i m a t e d Heart Sounds ^ 
Fig. 4.5. Signal enhancement block diagram of heart sound reduction 
4.3 Offline Processing 
The concept of adaptive algorithm is introduced in the previous section. In this 
section, details of implementation of adaptive algorithm in a central platform are 
discussed. First of all, we used WINDAQ to acquire the biosignal (raw acoustic 
sounds and LECG) from the chest. All main algorithms were constructed in MATLAB 
to process the signal intelligently to remove heart sounds from lung sounds. 
Experimentally recorded and related experimental results pointed out that the 
success of our new approach [9]. Moreover, another new acoustic waveform based 
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algorithm was evaluated and examined. Results show that heart sounds can be 
removed even more effectively. 
4.3.1 WINDAQ and MATLAB 
WinDAQ is a PC based acquisition device to collect analog signals and convert 
them to a 12-bits digital format. Up to 16 input channels are multiplexed in a single 
parallel channel to make the program acquire different analog signals in different 
channels at the same time. In this case, LECG and raw acoustic sound are needed 
to be collected at the same time (Fig. 4.6). 3kHz sampling frequency in each 
channel is assigned for anti-aliasing (the highest frequency in norma丨 breath sounds 
is around 1kHz). Data is in DAT format, which is compatible with other program such 
as EXCEL and MATLAB. 
LECG ~ • Channel 0 
Raw Sounds ~ > channd i Parallel r i 
WINDAQ Cable 
zz\ 
Fig. 4.6. Illustration of WINDAQ connection with PC 
MATLAB is a technical computing environment for high-performance numeric 
computation and visualization. MATLAB integrates numerical analysis, matrix 
computation, signal processing，and graphics in an easy-to-use environment where 
problems and solutions are expressed just as they are written mathematically, 
without traditional programming. MATLAB also features a family of application-
specific solutions that we call toolboxes, which are comprehensive collections of 
MATLAB environment in order to solve particular classes of problems. Areas in 
which toolboxes are available include signal processing, control systems design, 
dynamic systems simulation, systems identification, neural networks, and others. In 
our testing platform, MATLAB programming (Fig. 4.7) was composed for an offline 
central platform of adaptive filtering implementation. 
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I …Indexing mth sampling' > I 、Indexing vn£ sampling 
Raw Acoustic Sounds \ < ~ ^ S I M U L I N k J ~ H l E C G Display" 
Estimated Lung Sounds! [Estimated Heart Sounds 
Fig. 4.7. Signal conditioning block diagram of MATLAB command mode 
In the case of visualization, we constructed a SIMULINK program (Fig. 4.8) to 
present the function of adaptive filtering. SIMULINK is a program for simulating 
dynamic systems. As an extension to MATLAB, SIMULINK adds many features 
specific to dynamic systems while retaining all of MATLAB's general purpose 
functionality. To facilitate model definition, SIMULINK added a new class of windows 
called block diagram windows. In these windows, models were created and edited 
principally by mouse driven commands. After the signal conditioning in MATLAB 
command mode, LECG and raw acoustic signal were put in SIMULINK for the main 
core adaptive algorithm. Their source codes are mentioned in the chapter of 
Appendix A.3 
. ’ •麵 j i i l ^ l o i C J•稀 ;《“。、， ^ 一 口 X 
卞 simacoustic I~•br«athsound I ^ heartsound 
To Woikspaoe To Woikspace2 To WoitepaceS 
volacoustic j  
From ^ 
Wottepjce I • 
^ r^ 
丨 — — L _ J — — 一 
volLECO -| I——^  simLECO f 
To Wotkspjcel Woitepacel I  
[buter I I 1 
I ^ I I {—> In Out 1  
H I • Br Taps ^ ItiZ 
n 隱丨 I I Adaptive Filt«r Tap 
Fig. 4.8. Adaptive filtering block diagram of MATLAB SIMULINK mode 
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4.3.2 Direct Reference Algorithm 
In this approach, LECG is directly used for the reference signal in adaptive filtering 
as shown in Figure 4.1. Thus, we call this approach direct reference algorithm 
(DRA). The adaptive algorithm basically uses two iterated equations, (4.5) and (4.6). 
A suitable value of unit step size and filter length Bk should be determined before 
a proper use of DRA approach 
However, it is difficult to acquire pure lung sounds from human body due to the 
non-stop heartbeat. However, pure lung sounds is the necessary information to 
estimate the step size and filter length in LMS filter. To solve the problem, 
experimentally recorded lung sounds and experimentally recorded heart sounds can 
be used. The basic principle is that mixture of experimentally recorded lung sounds 
and experimentally recorded heart sounds represents raw acoustic signal. The 
corresponding LECG signal represents reference signal. 
Experimentally recorded heart sounds and corresponding LECG were 
collected at left chest from human body by new stethoscope in holding breath. 
Besides, experimentally recorded lung sounds were collected at the bottom of the 
right chest in breathing normally. At this location, heart sounds are minimized. 
Acquisition locations are shown in Figure 4.9. 
:: For experimentally 
For experimenl^ ^ ^ ^ 習 Recorded heart sounds 
recorded lung sounds T ^ V y i ^ r ^ ^ M f 
Fig. 4.9. Auscultatory locations of experimentally recorded signals 
A parameter, step size -- ^ i, is needed in adaptive algorithm. A large unit step 
size leads to an efficient heart sound reduction; however, lung sound spectrum will 
be distorted. On the other hand, a small unit step size will restore lung sound 
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spectrum with an insignificant heart sound reduction. Thus, an optimum value of unit 
step size is needed to determine. 
Based on the LMS algorithm implemented on SIMULINK mentioned in last 
sub-section, different estimated heart sounds and lung sounds by LMS algorithm 
were obtained by using different unit step sizes. According to this scheme, two 
cross-correlation coefficient (CC) (4.6) values are obtained corresponding to 
different unit step sizes. The equation of CC is defined as follow: 
V x v 
C C 炒 = 丨 L (4.6) 
Wfy 
where x is the component of the first signal and y is the component of the second 
signal. The first CC value is between experimentally recorded heart sounds and 
estimated heart sounds by adaptive filtering. The second CC value is between 
experimentally recorded lung sounds and estimated lung sounds. All values are 
plotted in Figure 4.10 with different step sizes and filter lengths to help us determine 
a suitable step size. 
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Fig. 4.10. (a) CC values in different step sizes with the filter length of 900. (b) CC 
values in different step sizes with the filter length of 1000. (c) CC values in different 
step sizes with the filter length of 1100. 
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Based on the same sample data, a conditional experiment of heart sound 
reduction scheme by using digital band pass filter was setup to compare the result 
with DRA approach (Fig. 4.11). 
(Exper imenta l ly Recorded \ / 
Heart Sounds " l ^ a b k frequency) — • T Estimated Lung Sounds ) 
( E x p e r = 二 1 � = : -d ) ICiaMrfrequLcy) — E s t i m a t e d Heart Sounds ^ 
Fig. 4.11. Heart Sound Reduction by Digital Filter 
Different estimated heart sounds and lung sounds by digital filter were 
obtained by using different cutoff frequency in high pass filter and low pass filter. All 
CC values are plotted in Figure 4.12. 
Cross-correlation coefficient between 
filtered signal and experimentally recorded signal 
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Frequency/Hz 
Fig. 4.12. CC values in different cutoff frequencies by using digital filter approach 
Another parameter, filter length, should be decided in adaptive algorithm. If 
filter length is too short, desired signal will be truncated. If filter length is too long, 
many unwanted noise will be added into the desired signal. Thus, a suitable filter 
length should be determined to match the system requirement. Just like determining 
of step size, different estimated heart sounds and lung sounds by LMS algorithm 
can be obtained by using different filter lengths. Therefore, two cross-correlation 
coefficient (CC) values were obtained in each filter length as before. All values are 
plotted in Figure 4.13 with different values of filter lengths and unit step sizes. 
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Fig. 4.13. (a) CC values in different filter lengths with the unit step size of 0.001. (b) CC 
values in different filter lengths with the unit step size of 0.002. (c) CC values in different filter 
lengths with the unit step size of 0.003. 
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4.3.3 Determination of Parameters in DRA 
As shown in Figure 4.10, unit step size crossing points between two CC lines in 
different filter lengths are all around 0.002. At this optimum point, the CC values of 
heart sounds and lung sounds are around 0.62. In an experiment, we found that the 
maximum CC value of lung sounds approached to 0.70. With this in consideration, if 
unit step size 0.002 is chosen for optimum unit step, more than half of heart sounds 
will be reduced without significant lung sound distortion. Sample signals in different 
unit step sizes are displayed in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. 
Experimentally recorded and estimated lung 
sounds in different unit step sizes using DRA 
- 譯 • 柳 j k ^ � , , ’ , (a) 
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Fig. 4.14. Experimentally recorded and estimated lung sounds: (a) experimentally recorded 
lung sounds, (b) estimated lung sounds with the step size of 0.001, (c) estimated lung 
sounds with the step size of 0.002, (d) estimated lung sounds with the step size of 0.004, (e) 
estimated lung sounds with the step size of 0.007, and (f) estimated lung sounds with the 
step size of 0.01. 
As shown in Fig. 4.14, we can see that most heart sounds are suppressed 
mostly in estimated lung sounds with the step size of 0.01. However, lung sound 
spectrum is distorted heavily compared with experimentally recorded reference 
signal. 
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Experimentally recorded and estimated heart 
sounds in different unit step sizes using DRA 
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Fig. 4.15. Experimentally recorded and estimated heart sounds: (a) experimentally recorded 
heart sounds, (b) estimated heart sounds with the step size of 0.001, (c) estimated heart 
sounds with the step size of 0.002’ (d) estimated heart sounds with the step size of 0.004, (e) 
estimated heart sounds with the step size of 0.007, and (f) estimated heart sounds with the 
step size of 0.01. 
As shown in Fig. 4.15, when we look carefully in estimated heart sounds with 
the step size of 0.01, some continuous signals exist followed by the main heart 
sound but they are absent in experimentally recorded heart sounds. All these kinds 
of signals are resorted to the lung sounds spectrum. This adverse effect will be 
minimized if a small size of unit step is chosen. 
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4.12, the optimum frequency to 
separate heart sounds and lung sounds by using digital filter is around 70Hz. The 
CC value in digital filter scheme is around 0.38, which is much lower than in DRA 
scheme. It is no doubt that heart sounds and lung sounds cannot be separated by 
digital filter effectively. 
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According to Figure 4.13，when we compare the effect of unit step size on CC 
value and the effect of filter length on CC value, it is not difficult to notice that the 
unit step size is a dominant factor. However, we still can observe the trend of CC 
values in different length of filter lengths. Increasing filter length will decrease CC 
values between experimentally recorded lung sounds and estimated lung sounds, 
which implies that several unwanted noise, heart sounds, are added to sound 
channel. However, increasing filter length will slightly increase CC values within 
heart sounds until the filter length up to 1300 taps. Therefore, we consider the CC 
crossing point (Fig. 4.13 (b)) a suitable filter length, i.e. 1000. 
Another factor is that LECG signal has only one spike, just like R wave in ECG. 
However, normally two heart sounds occur that correspond to the different valves 
contraction. Thus, a large LMS FIR filter is used to eliminate both heart sounds 
effectively. For reference, the time between two main heart sounds is almost equal 
to 300ms [2] (900 taps in 3kHz sampling frequency). For safety reason, a slightly 
longer filter length is determined. 
Furthermore, filter length is directly proportional to the number of 
multiplifications per iteration as shown in Figure 4.16. A large taps size in adaptive 
filter consumes a great calculation power to make it difficult to be implemented on 
real time processing platform. Filter length should be determined as short as 
possible. 
Number of multiplications 
per iteration in LMS FIR filter 
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Fig. 4.16. Relationship between filter length and number of multiplications 
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Sample signals in different filter lengths are displayed in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18. 
Experimentally recorded and estimated lung 
sounds in different filter lengths using DRA 
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Fig. 4.17. Experimentally recorded and estimated lung sounds: (a) experimentally recorded 
lung sounds, (b) estimated lung sounds with the filter length of 900’ (c) estimated lung 
sounds with the filter length of 1000, (d) estimated lung sounds with the filter length of 1300, 
(e) estimated lung sounds with the filter length of 1700, and (f) estimated lung sounds with 
the filter length of 2000. 
As shown in Figure 4.17, distortion occurs when a long filter length, such as 
2000，is applied in the adaptive filter. However, the influence is not as heavy as by 
unit step size effect. 
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Experimentally recorded and estimated heart 
sounds in different unit step sizes using DRA 
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Fig. 4.18. Experimentally recorded and estimated heart sounds: (a) experimentally recorded 
heart sounds, (b) estimated heart sounds with the filter length of 900, (c) estimated heart 
sounds with the filter length of 1000, (d) estimated heart sounds with the filter length of 1300, 
(e) estimated heart sounds with the filter length of 1700, and (f) estimated heart sounds with 
the filter length of 2000. 
As show门 
in Figure 4.18, when a long filter length is applied, some continuous 
signals exist followed by the main heart sound, but they are absent in experimentally 
recorded heart sounds. All these kinds of signals are minimized when a short filter 
length is chosen. 
To sum up, we find that a suitable step size is around 0.002 and a suitable 
filter length is around 1000. Experimentally recorded result based on those 
requirements is shown in Figure 4.19. 
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Experimentally recorded result with the unit step 
size of 0.002 with the filter length of 1000 
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Fig. 4.19. Experimentally recorded result: (a) experimentally recorded heart sounds, (b) 
experimentally recorded lung sounds, (c) mixed acoustic sounds, (d) experimentally 
recorded LECG, (e) estimated heart sounds, and (f) estimated lung sounds. 
4.3.4 Experimental Results of DRA 
All experimental results (estimated lung sounds and heart sounds) were 
displayed at the block diagram of "scope", which is a SIMULINK block set mentioned 
in section 4.3.1. Moreover, the results were forced back to MATLAB command 
mode for further analysis. The energy of estimated heart sounds could be calculated 
to estimate the effective of a new algorithm. On the other hand, it was possible to 
form a "wave" file for speaker to playback. Thus we could listen the estimated lung 
sounds to decide whether heart sounds were reduced or not subjectively. Sample 
signals are shown in Figure 4.20. 
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Fig. 4.20. Examples of signals processed by DRA approach: (a) raw acoustic sounds, (b) 
filtered LECG signal, (c) estimated heart sounds, and (d) estimated breath sounds 
Six different locations of three young and healthy subjects were chosen. These 
locations included top left, middle left, low left, top right, middle right, and low right of 
the front chest (Fig. 4.21). Collected signals with the length of 6 seconds were 
processed using this algorithm. The estimated breath and heart sounds are given in 
Figure 4.20(c) and (d). The spike in estimated breath sounds was eliminated. 
Moreover, when we played back the signal, the heart sounds were reduced. 
However, the measurement of improvement in signal to noise cannot be reached 
directly because it is impossible to collect pure lung sounds. Thus, heart sound 
energy reduction is used to account for this problem. Using this approach, we 
should assume that the heart sounds does not change significantly in breathing 
normally. 
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Fig. 4.21. Auscultatory locations 
We cannot examine the quality of heart sound reduction directly due to the 
non-stop heartbeat. Therefore, an indirect approach, heart sound energy reduction 
(HSER), widely accepted by previous other researches, is used to examine DRA 
objectively. HSER is defined as follows: 
100%- L y xioo% (4.7) 
> V 
V ‘ y 
where y is the component of raw mixed sounds and x is the component of estimated 
heart sounds. However, as shown in Figure 4.22, we have both totally different 
waveforms with a high HSER result. To solve this problem, a point-to-point heart 
sound energy reduction (PPHSER) is proposed as the second objective parameter 
to examine DRA. 
• 
(X 
P Raw mixed sounds 
a 
I  
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Estimated heart sounds 
Time/s 
Fig. 4.22. Examples of different waveforms with same HSER 
PPHSER is defines as follows: 
100% - [ Z 芒 - 产 X100%] (4.8) 
� ^ ^ J 
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where y is the component of raw mixed sounds and x is the component of estimated 
heart sounds. Using Figure 4.22 as an example, obviously, PPHSER is much more 
smaller than HSER. In this case, PPHSER is a more appropriated approach to 
justify the performance of heart sound energy reduction. The results of mean value 
(m) and standard deviation (std) in six locations over 3 subjects are summarized in 
Table 4.1, Table 4.2，Figure 4.23, and Figure 4.24. 
Table 4.1. Experimental result of HSER using DRA 
Location m std m std 
(normal) (normal) (holding) (holding) 
Top left 70% ±3.51% 78% ±5.68% 
Middle left 58% ±8.19% 68% 土7.02% 
Low left 50% ±4.58% 55% ±4.73% 
Top right 42% ±8.39% 63% ±7.02% 
Middle right 24% ±6.00% 45% ±13.80% 
Low right 24% ±10.22% 32% 士 10.41% 
Table 4.2. Experimental result of PPHSER using DRA 
Location m std m std 
(normal) (normal) (holding) (holding) 
Top left 72% 士3.51% 84% 土3.61% 
Middle left 60% ±7.51% 73% ±5.00% 
Low left 53% ±6.24% 60% ±5.00% 
Top right 44% ±7.81 % 68% ±8.50% 
Middle right 26% ±6.03% 50% ±11.36% 
Low right 27% ±10.41% 37% 土8.62% 
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Heart sound energy reduction 
at different auscultation locations 
on the platform of MATLAB 
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Fig. 4.23. Experimental results of HSER using DRA 
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Fig. 4.24. Experimental results of PPHSER using DRA 
We can notice that the overall performance, using HSER or PPHSER, of left 
chest is better than right chest. The reason is that the LECG signal at right chest is 
very weak. Among the six testing locations, the low right position is the worst case in 
LECG acquisition. Only 24% heart artifact reduction is achieved. The standard 
deviations of the results in right chest are higher than in left chest. The conditional 
experiments of each subject under holding breath are summarized in the same table 
for reference. The overall performance of subject in holding breath is better than in 
breathing normally. 
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4.3.5 Acoustic Waveform Based Algorithm 
Another approach, named acoustic waveform based algorithm (AWBA) is proposed 
to reduce heart sounds from lung sound recording more effectively. In this case, a 
reference signal in adaptive filtering is not the LECG signal. We constructed another 
signal processing program in MATLAB command mode to estimate the peak of 
LECG location in each heartbeat (Fig. 4.25). 
I LECG H 
二 > ‘ ‘ ~ f - ^ ‘ 
Normali^on I 
mimm^m^K o f n i e X E c a ^ " ! i  
I p ； ^ , . V ,, I 务 Normalization • 
^^^  4 : 1 r  
Raw Acoustic Sounds h 1 SIMULINK H LECG Display 
, t • 
I Estimated Lung Sounds Estimated Heart Sounds 
Fig. 4.25. Block diagram of AWBA in MATLAB command mode 
A window frame is formed in each heartbeat by the peak location of LECG; the 
size of window frame is 300 samples (from 50 data before the peak location of 
LECG to 249 data after the peak location of LECT). According to the setting of 
sampling frequency, totally 0.1s sample data is in this window frame. This window 
frame is used to capture the sample data in raw sound channel. As a result, partial 
of heart sound in raw sound channel is captured in the window frame (Fig. 4.26). 
Therefore, a new reference signal for adaptive filtering is formed based on this 
frame. Source code of AWBA is attached in Appendix A.4. 
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Form window frames based j ： i i ji • ^ • J i T p ["T 
on the time index ，一爷 “ 
Re-construct the reference ！^  ？ f j J 
based on window frames —^ rn 1 j 1 ； l - i  
Fig. 4.26. Principle of estimated acoustic reference by LECG 
The principle of this approach is to use raw acoustic sounds signal itself as the 
reference point at adaptive filter. LECG is just used for the heat sounds location 
estimation. In this case, the correlation coefficient between the desired signal and 
reference should be high (higher than the correlation coefficient between LECG and 
heart sounds). The same set of data, used in DRA, was used to evaluate the 
performance of AWBA. Similarly, two cross-correlation coefficient (CC) values were 
obtained. All values, compared with DRA results, are plotted in Figure 4.27 and 
Figure 4.28 with different values of filter lengths and unit step sizes. 
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Fig. 4.27. (a) CC values of different approaches in different step sizes with the filter length of 
900. (b) CC values of different approaches in different step sizes with the filter length of 1000. 
(c) CC values of different approaches in different step sizes with the filter length of 1100. 
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Fig. 4.28. (a) CC values of different approaches in different filter lengths with the step size of 
0.001. (b) CC values of different approaches in different filter lengths with the step size of 
0.002. (c) CC values of different approaches in different filter lengths with the step size of 
0.003. 
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As shown in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28, AWBA approach has a higher CC 
value than DRA approach with the same unit step sizes, and filter lengths. The 
optimum unit step size and filter length of AWBA is closed to DRA. Parameters in 
AWBA were set the same as in DRA for comparison. Samples signal, compared 
with the signal processed by DRA, are plotted in Figure 4.29, Figure 4.30, Figure 
4.31, and Figure 4.32. 
Experimentally recorded and estimated lung 
sounds in different unit step sizes using DRA 
〕 (a) 
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Experimentally recorded and estimated lung 
sounds in different unit step sizes using AWBA 
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Fig. 4.29. Experimentally recorded and estimated lung sounds: (a) experimentally recorded 
lung sounds (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (b) estimated lung sounds with the step size of 0.001 (I) 
DRA (II) AWBA, (c) estimated lung sounds with the step size of 0.002 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (d) 
estimated lung sounds with the step size of 0.004 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (e) estimated lung 
sounds with the step size of 0.007 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, and (f) estimated lung sounds with the 
step size of 0.01. (I) DRA (II) AWBA 
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Experimentally recorded and estimated heart 
sounds in different unit step sizes using DRA 
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Experimentally recorded and estimated heart 
sounds in different unit step sizes using AWBA 
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Fig. 4.30. Experimentally recorded and estimated heart sounds: (a) experimentally recorded 
heart sounds (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (b) estimated heart sounds with the step size of 0.001 (I) 
DRA (II) AWBA, (c) estimated heart sounds with the step size of 0.002 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (d) 
estimated heart sounds with the step size of 0.004 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (e) estimated heart 
sounds with the step size of 0.007 (I) DRA (II) AWBA. and (f) estimated heart sounds with 
the step size of 0.01. (I) DRA (II) AWBA 
As shown in Figure 4.29’ lung sounds are distorted slightly by using AWBA 
rather than by using DRA. As shown in Figure 4.30, heart sounds are estimated 
correctly by using AWBA instead of by using DRA. 
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Experimentally recorded and estimated heart 
sounds in different unit step sizes using DRA 
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Experimentally recorded and estimated lung 
g sounds in different filter lengths using AWBA 
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Fig. 4.31. Experimentally recorded and estimated lung sounds: (a) experimentally recorded 
lung sounds (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (b) estimated lung sounds with the filter length of 900 (I) 
DRA (II) AWBA, (c) estimated lung sounds with the filter length of 1000 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, 
(d) estimated lung sounds with the filter length of 1300 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (e) estimated lung 
sounds with the filter length of 1700 (I) DRA (11) AWBA, and (f) estimated lung sounds with 
the filter length of 2000 (I) DRA (II) AWBA. 
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Experimentally recorded and estimated heart 
sounds in different unit step sizes using DRA 
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Fig. 4.32. Experimentally recorded and estimated heart sounds:⑶ experimentally recorded 
heart sounds (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (b) estimated heart sounds with the filter length of 900 (I) 
DRA (II) AWBA, (c) estimated heart sounds with the filter length of 1000 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, 
(d) estimated heart sounds with the filter length of 1300 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (e) estimated 
heart sounds with the filter length of 1700 (I) DRA (II) AWBA, and (f) estimated heart sounds 
with the filter length of 2000 (I) DRA (II) AWBA. 
As shown in Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32, it is not too difficult to observe that 
estimated lung sounds and estimated heart sounds processed by AWBA are more 
similar to experimentally recorded signal than by DRA. 
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To sum up, same parameters with DRA, unit step size = 0.002 and filter length 
=1000, were used to process the experimentally recorded signal. Sample signal, 
compared with the signal processed by DRA and, based on those requirements is 
shown in Figure 4.33. 
Experimentally recorded result with the unit step size of 
0.002 with the filter length of 1000 by DRA 
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Experimentally recorded result with the unit step size of 
0.002 with the filter length of 1000 by AWBA 
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Fig. 4.33. Experimentally recorded results:⑶ experimentally recorded heart sounds (I) DRA 
(II) AWBA, (b) experimentally recorded lung sounds (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (c) mixed acoustic 
sounds (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (d) experimentally recorded LECG (I) DRA (II) AWBA, (e) 
estimated heart sounds, and (f) estimated lung sounds (I) DRA (II) AWBA. 
As shown in Figure 4.33, lung sounds and heart sounds estimated by AWBA 
are more effectively than by DRA. 
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4.3.6 Experimental Results of AWBA 
The same set of sample data used in DRA was processed again by using AWBA 
approach. The same justification methods were used to compare the performance 
between DRA and AWBA. Sample signals calculated by AWBA are shown in Figure 
4.34. 
mBSSSmSS^^m 
i ^ B H ^ n H M B M H ^ H H S 
m 
Fig. 4.34. Examples of signals processed by AWBA approach: (a) raw acoustic sound, (b) 
filtered LECG signal, (c) estimated acoustic reference by LECG (d) estimated heart sounds, 
and (e) estimated breath sounds 
The results of HSER and PPHSER in both approaches, DRA and AWBA, are 
summarized in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. The average results of CC on 3 subjects 
between pure heart sounds and estimated heart sounds of both approaches in the 
subject holding breath on different auscultation locations are summarized in the 
Table 4.5 for reference. 
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Table 4.3. Experimental result of HSER on the platform of MATLAB 
Location DRA, m DRA, std AWBA, m AWBA, std DRA, m DRA, std AWBA, m AWBA, std 
(normal) (normal) (normal) (normal) (holding) (holding) (holding) (holding) 
Top left 70% ±3.51 % 72% ±3.06% 78% ±5.68% 88% ±6.56% 
Middle left 58% ±8.19% 76% ±7.94% 68% ±7.02% 80% ±5.00% 
Low left 50% ±4.58% 81% ±3.46% 55% ±4.73% 88% ±4.35% 
Top right 42% ±8.39% 62% ±6.56% 63% 土7.02% 72% ± 7 . 6 4 % 
Middle right 24% ±6.00% 38% ±9.07% 45% ±13.80% 50% ±9.29% 
Low right 24% ±10.22% 34% ±15.50% 32% ±10.41% 38% ±17.50% 
Table 4.4. Experimental result of PPHSER on the platform of MATLAB 
Location DRA, m DRA, std AWBA. m AWBA, std DRA, m DRA, std AWBA, m AWBA, std 
(normal) (normal) (normal) (normal) (holding) (holding) (holding) (holding) 
Top left 72% ±3.51% 74% ±2.65% 84% ±3.61% 91% ±3.79% 
Middle left 60% ±7.51% 77% ±7.77% 73% ±5.00% 84% 士3.61% 
Low left 53% ±6.24% 83% ±4.16% 60% ±5.00% 90% ±2.65% 
Top right 44% ±7.81% 64% ±6.11% 68% ±8.50% 75% ± 7 . 5 1 % 
Middle right 26% ±6.03% 40% ±8.89% 50% ±11.36% 58% ± 7 . 5 7 % 
Low right 27% ±10.41% 36% ±16.29% 37% ±8.62% 44% 土 17.01% 
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Table 4.5. Experimental result of CC on the platform of MATLAB in holding breath 
、 Location DRA, m DRA, std AWBA, m AWBA, std 
Top left 0.88 ±0.032 0.91 ±0.033 
Middle left 0.82 ±0.041 0.83 ±0.038 
Low left 0.76 ±0.031 0.90 ±0.032 
Top right 0.75 ±0.051 0.79 ±0.067 
Middle right 0.64 ±0.062 0.69 ±0.1 
Low right 0.49 ±0.071 0.56 ±0.09 
Also, according to Table 4.3’ Table 4.4, and Table 4.5, all results are summarized in 
Figure 4.35，Figure 4.36 and Figure 4.37. 
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Fig. 4.35. Experimental result of HSER on the platform of MATLAB 
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PPHSER in different approaches 
on the platform of MATLAB 
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Fig. 4.36. Experimental result of PPHSER on the platform of MATLAB 
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Fig. 4.37. Experimental result of CC on the platform of MATLAB in holding breath 
According to those comparison charts, we believe that the overall performance 
of AWBA approach is better than the result of using DRA approach. A higher 
correlation coefficient in AWBA implies a better heart sound estimation from 
adaptive filtering. As a result, lung sounds with less distortion are estimated by using 
AWBA approach. However, an unsatisfactory heart sounds reduction in right chest 
urges us to develop another advanced algorithm, which is discussed in the following 
section. 
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4.4 Online Processing 
Offline adaptive canceling the heart sounds from lung sound recordings are 
discussed in the section 4.3. Satisfactory result indicates that an adaptive algorithm 
is a suitable method to reduce heart sounds intelligently. For backend signal 
analysis，offline adaptive algorithm is enough. However, physicians will not like to 
analyze the patients' acoustic sounds in one day after. They need real time 
diagnosis. Thus, a new approach, online processing, has been developed to cancel 
the heart sounds immediately during auscultation. 
For adaptive filter calculation consideration, 100ns multiplying duration in 
microprocessor is assumed. The 1000 taps adaptive filter totally needs 100^s 
(100ns X 1000) in each sample. By 3000Hz sampling frequency, the processing time 
is 0.3s in one-second signal. It is enough for real time auscultation. Besides, we 
want to implement all the circuit, calculation, and algorithm in an integrated platform. 
Thus, a signal processing program, named LABVIEW, will be a central platform to 
implement our heart sounds reduction algorithm. 
In this sub-section, a program structure and data flow of LABVIEW program 
we constructed are discussed. A new approach, automated gain control (AGC) 
algorithm, will be explained on how to increase the heart sounds reduction in right 
chest. Finally, related experimental result shows that this central platform has a 
satisfactory result to reduce heart sounds in real time. 
4.4.1 LABVIEW 
LABV旧W is a program development environment, much like modern C or BASIC 
development environments. However, LABVIEW is different from those applications 
in one important aspect. Other programming systems use text-based languages to 
create lines of code, while LABVIEW uses a graphical programming language, G, to 
create programs in block diagram form. LABVIEW includes libraries for data 
acquisition, data analysis, data presentation, and data storage. And, that is the main 
reason why we chose LABVIEW for the development tool in a central platform to 
acquire biosignal from signal pre-processing unit and then process it (Fig. 4.38 and 
Fig. 4.39). Source code is attached in the chapter of Appendix A.5. 
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In this real time algorithm, a LABVIEW acquisition card in 12bits at 3kHz 
sampling frequency digitized the analog data acquired from the signal pre-
processing unit. The configuration setting in LABVIEW is the same as in WINDAQ. 
All sample data were processed in data set (1000 data per set) to reduce the 10 
initialization time. 
As shown in Figure 4.40, the digitized original LECG signals are displayed at 
the program panel; however, they are filtered by the 40Hz order low pass filter 
before entering the adaptive filtering. The waveform of the LECG will be distorted 
because it has frequency component over the 40Hz. The main purpose of LECG 
filtering is that there is too much interference and harmonics in the original signal 
above 50Hz, which is the power line interference. In auscultation, physicians cannot 
press the stethoscope towards patients' chest in an absolutely even force. This 
uneven force distribution enhances the 50Hz artifact and its harmonics. For 
waveform display only, those contaminated noises may be acceptable. However, 
adaptive algorithm may not function well due to the interference embedded in 
reference sig 门 3l. 
Volume Control 40Hz Low pass filter 
K y Raw Acoustic Signal ) < LECG ) 
Automated Gain Control 
J L •.., ....^  , 
V l T ^ n Adaptive Filter  
“ 
Estimated Lung Sounds ^ ^ Estimated Heart Sounds ^ ^ 
Fig. 4.40. Block diagram of the algorithm in LABVIEW 
Actually，the performance of low pass filtered LECG waveform is no better 
than the original LECG waveform without interference. However, it is better to use a 
distorted LECG waveform for an adaptive reference rather than a fluctuated LECG 
waveform with interference. 
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4.4.2 Automated Gain Control 
The processed LECG can be used as a reference signal in adaptive filtering method. 
To make estimate accurately the heart sounds, the amplitude of the LECG signals 
should be kept constant from beat to beat at different locations. However, the 
strength of LECG signal in the human body is different from the left chest to the right 
chest. The acquisition at the left chest may be 10 times larger than that at the right 
side. The fluctuated heart sounds reduction on different auscultation locations in the 
offline approach, in the last section, indicates the needs of a stable LECG signal. 
Another problem in the LECG signal is over-amplification. It is difficult to adjust 
the gain factor manually in the LECG signal due to the amplitude variation in 
different chest locations. The over-amplified LECG signal will saturate the adaptive 
filter. As a result, the LMS algorithm may never converge to the minimum-mean-
square error (MMSE). 
Automated gain control (AGC) algorithm (Fig. 4.41) amplifies the LECG signal 
in different scale according to the amplitude of the signal itself. The algorithm finds a 
maximum value among the data set to be a denominator. To make the signal 
smooth, up to 3 denominators in 3 different data sets (present data set, last data set, 
and the data set before the last one) were founded and stored in an array. The 
maximum value in the denominator array was a final denominator. All data in the 
present data set were divided by this value. 
pata ^ t (3Wdata)卜 Absolute Value 
Max. in Data Set 
* Denominator Array 一 
Numerator L *一 
Denominator < M a x . in Array 
Fig. 4.41. Block diagram of automated gain control (AGC) 
After the automated gain control algorithm, the data set in different 
auscultation locations could be adjusted to a proper amplitude level as shown in 
Figure 4.42 and Figure 4.43. 
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Fig. 4.42. Example of adjusted LECG signal at the left chest 
Fig. 4.43. Example of adjusted LECG signal at the right chest 
4.4.3 Implementation of LMS adaptive filter 
After the AGC algorithm, the main program passed the data set (1000 data) to 
LMS subprogram. The time-varying FIR filter of LMS algorithm has previously been 
introduced (please refer to the section of 4.2). In this section, we implement that in 
LABV旧W program as shown in Figure 4.44 and Figure 4.45 [10]; all variable are 
defined the same as the equations (4.4) and (4.5). 
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Fig. 4.44. LMS algorithm implemented on LABVIEW circuit mode 
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coefficient a i y k=k+l，exit data are 
Fig. 4.45. LMS data flow diagram 
According to Figure 4.45, the dot product of LECG array and coefficient array, 
X[ •B , ’ form a single value. The difference between d and this single value is an 
error signal which realizes the equation (4.5). The sum of error signal unit 
St印 size // ’ and previous coefficient array B,，is the updated coefficient array B^i ’ 
which fulfills the requirement of equation (4.4). The LMS loop implemented on 
LABV旧W processes the whole data set (1000) to calculate the estimated lung 
sounds and estimated heart sounds X [ . B , . In each loop, a parameter k is 
added by an increment of 1. LMS loop exits after the completion of both estimated 
lung sound data set (1000) and estimated heart sound data set (1000). After that, 
the LMS subprogram passes the handle back to main program to analyze another 
data set. An overall data flow diagram is shown in Figure 4.46. 
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4.4.4 Experimental Results of Online-AGC 
The configuration of LMS filter in LABVIEW is the same as DRA, a FIR filter with 
1000-taps and a unit step size with 0.002 were used to cover the time separation in 
both sounds. Same auscultation locations of five male and healthy subjects were 
chosen for the experiments. Each collected signal with the length of 10 seconds was 
recorded to examine the reduction of heart sounds as shown in Figure 4.47. 
(a) R r n i m : , 
: ‘ p p m p j j j g q . 
(b) Raw Heart and Lung S ^ ^ ^ pbto jgg 
(0 p io toH i 
'^KaO-v 38i0'S38i0'-|386.0 /38B n n 
( d ^ ^ i m a t e d L u n g p l o t o j j H 
；% y-ftV -jg-^  • ^碰蒙龜^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ 
霸 PBPBQBQSSB , 
！ ^ y - O 38^0 3840 ^6 .0 -38^0 390.0 ^ 
Fig. 4.47. Examples of signals based on online central platform: (a) Raw LECG, (b) Raw 
Heart and Lung Sounds, (c) Estimated Heart Sounds, and (d) Estimated Lung Sounds. 
The estimated breath and heart sounds are given in Figures 4.47(c) and (d). It 
is clear that the heart sounds are reduced. The average results of experiments at six 
locations on the five subjects are shown in Table 4.6. Heart sound reduction is from 
75% to 83%. Only about 30% reduction of heart sounds at right chest was achieved 
early without the AGC algorithm [9], because the LECG signal from right chest was 
very weak. The heart sound reduction level is now similar at different locations after 
introducing AGC and adaptive algorithms. Among the six testing locations, the 
middle right position is still the worst case in heart sounds reduction; even in this 
worst case, over 75% of heart artifacts reduction can be reached. The average 
experimental results of the five subjects under the condition of holding breath are 
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summarized in the same table for reference. In this case, only HSER is used for the 
justification because PPHSER is difficult to be implanted in on-line platform. 
Table 4.6. Experimental result of HSER using online-AGC 
Location m std m std 
(normal) (normal) (holding) (holding) 
Top left 83% ±5.76% 85% ±4.74% 
Middle left 78% ±9.04% 82% ±4.74% 
Low left 81% ±6.50% 85% ±7.01% 
Top right 78% ±4.44% 81% ±5.03% 
Middle right 75% ±5.83% 80% ±3.96% 
Low right 76% ±6.53% 82% ±4.88% 
For real-time auscultation, an online-AGC with adaptive algorithm has been 
implemented for electronic stethoscopes application. As a result, a convenient and 
effective heart sounds reduction electronic stethoscope has been proposed in this 
work. 
4.5 Discussion 
In the section of offline processing, both HSER and PPHSER indicate that the 
overall performance of DRA and AWBA of subject in holding breath is better than in 
breathing normally. The main reason is that lung sounds present the error signal in 
heart sound estimation when the subject breathing normally. However, in holding 
breath, this lung artifact is minimized. Another reason is the inherent problem of 
heart sound energy reduction approach, both in HSER and in PPHSER. in breathing 
normally，lung sounds embedded in raw acoustic signal. If we use this raw acoustic 
signal for the reference to calculate the heart sound energy reduction, (4.7) and 
(4.8), an underestimated result will be obtained. 
The standard deviation of HSER and PPHSER obtained in right chest is higher 
than in left chest on the offline platform. The primary reason is the effect of unstable 
LECG in right chest. Using online-AGC platform has solved this kind of problem. 
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The overall performance of AWBA approach is better than the result of using 
DRA approach. However, there are three primary disadvantages on AWBA 
approach. The first one is that this technique sacrifices the time for LECG peak 
estimation. A whole heartbeat cycle is needed to estimate the peak of LECG and 
then to form a window frame for reference. The duration of a whole heartbeat is 
around 1s, adding the duration of 1000 taps of adaptive filter, totally 1.33s delay 
occurs on this approach. It is not a big problem on signal play back offline analysis 
in computer. However, physicians do not like to listen a delayed version of lung 
sounds over 1 second. 
The second problem is the embedded lung sounds in raw acoustic sounds. 
The main purpose of this thesis is proposed a new reference signal. However, lung 
sounds and heart sounds are mixed together in human normal breathing. Based on 
AWBA approach, a small portion of raw acoustic signal acts as the reference signal 
in adaptive filtering. If the size of window frame is too small, heart signal will be 
removed ineffectively even though the chance of lung signal occurring is small. 
However, if the size of window frame is too large, embedded lung signal in reference 
will distort the adaptive algorithm leading to the defeated spectrum of estimated lung 
sounds. 
The third problem is the wrong estimation of heart peak location. Basically, 
AWBA should have good enough HSER in right chest due to the new reference 
signal. However, according to Figure 4.35, the overall performance of HSER by 
using AWBA is around 45% only, slightly better than by using DRA. The main 
reason is the wrong estimation of heart peak location due to the relatively weak 
LECG signal on right chest. 
A new parameter, cross-correlation coefficient (CC) value is chosen for 
another indicator. A comparison of CC value of actual heart sounds and estimated 
heart sounds between DRA and AWBA in holding breath indicates an advantage of 
AWBA approach. However, it is difficult to acquire pure lung sounds because of the 
non-stop heartbeat. A comparison of CC value between pure lung sounds and 
estimated lung sounds among different approaches becomes impossible. 
Even for this reason, in other previous works [2], [4], [5], HSER was used to 
evaluate the performance of their approaches. Thus, we used this scheme to 
compare those approaches with ours. In this chapter, totally three approaches (two 
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offline and one online) are evaluated and tested. In this section, a comparison of 
HSER among three approaches together with previous other works (refer to the 
section of introduction) are summarized Figure 4.48，and Figure 4.49. The overall 
performance of heart sounds reduction using LECG approach with online-AGC is 
similar as using forth-order statistics approach; however, less calculation is required. 
Actually, based on HSER comparison and computation power consideration, 
on-line AGC is the most suitable approach to reduce unwanted heart sounds from 
lung sounds. However, all parameters we used in online-AGC were basically used in 
DRA. Thus, a further analysis of online-AGC is needed. 
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4.6 Section Summary 
In this chapter, a brief history of development in adaptive filtering to remove heart 
sounds from lung sounds has been introduced. After introducing the principle of 
adaptive filtering signal enhancement system and determination of adaptive 
parameters including unit step size and filter length, DRA approach has been 
developed on the platform of WINDAQ and MATLAB. The performance shows that 
the heart sound reduction is acceptable. 
To minimize the distortion effect on lung sound spectrum after adaptive filtering, 
a new approach, so-called AWBA has been invented to set a window frame to 
capture a small portion data in raw acoustic waveform to rebuild a new reference 
signal. Three comparison factors, HSER, PPHSER, and CC, have been examined 
to compare the correlation between the recorded heart sounds in holding breath and 
estimated heart sounds. A higher CC value of AWBA implies a satisfactory result in 
this algorithm to minimize the adaptive noise. 
After that, an online central platform, on LABVIEW, has been developed to 
process all signals come from signal pre-processing unit in real time. A new 
approach, named AGC, has been invented to condition the amplitude of LECG 
signal automatically. A satisfactory result in right chest heart sound reduction 
indicates the success of this approach. Finally, after comparison among different 
approaches with other researches, it is concluded that the online-AGC approach is 
the most suitable approach to reduce heart sounds from lung sound recordings. 
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Conclusion and Further Development 
5.1 Conclusion of the Main Contribution 
• A New Scheme: Based on the adverse effect of contaminated heart sounds in 
lung sound recordings, a heart sound reduction scheme is needed to 
duress such kind of noise. An unsatisfactory result in past studies is the 
motivation to urge us to develop a new advanced scheme. In this thesis, an 
adaptive filtering scheme with the reference signal of LECG has been 
developed. Two approaches DRA and AWBA have been designed in offline 
platform for preliminary analysis. Meanwhile, an optimum unit step size and 
a suitable filter length have been determined. However, unsatisfactory 
results in heart sound reduction at right chest compared with a previous 
forth-order statistics approach indicated the need of further improvement of 
LECG approach. Therefore, a new concept, online-AGC, has been invented 
and implemented on the LABVIEW platform to adjust the amplitude of LECG 
signal automatically. Finally, a new approach has been developed to reduce 
heart sounds from lung sound recordings not only in offline processing, but 
also in real time. 
• Comparison among different approaches: A pure lung signal is difficult to 
be collected due to the co-existence of non-stop heartbeat. Direct approach 
to evaluate heart sound reduction becomes impossible. In this thesis, three 
indirect approaches: HSER, PPHSER, and cross-correlation coefficient (CC) 
have been introduced to evaluate the performance of these schemes 
indirectly. When we compare those results, it is not too difficult to observe 
that the performance of online-AGC is comparable with a forth-order 
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statistics approach. However, as mentioned before, a fewer calculation step 
in adaptive filtering in the new approach compared to the forth-order 
approach indicates that our new scheme is a preferable method for heart 
sounds reduction in real time. 
• A New Electronic Stethoscope: A newly designed stethoscope's head 
comprising of original stethoscope's head, conductive rubber, acoustic-
electric transducer, and silver epoxy has been developed and tested to 
successfully acquire both electronic LECG signal and raw acoustic signal. 
Then, a signal pre-processing unit processed collected raw signals before 
entering a central platform. Thus, lung sounds, from which over 75% of the 
heart sounds have been eliminated, are calculated. Three these modules, 
including the newly designed stethoscope's head, the signal pre-processing 
unit, and the central platform unit have formed a new integrated device (Fig. 
5.1) to help physicians in auscultation diagnosis. The new electronic 
stethoscope has similar acoustic performance compared with the market 
product，named SimulScope. Moreover, we have proved that the new 
product has high quality of heart sound energy reduction. Therefore, a new 
electronic stethoscope scheme, including the function of better lung sound 
quality, acoustic waveform display (on LABVIEW), and LECG display (on 
LABVIEW) has been developed. 
fmmm 
“ i < 办 „ „ ， n z^AZm 
Fig. 5.1. Hardware of new electronic stethoscope 
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5.2 Future Works 
5.2.1 Modification of the Head of Stethoscope 
LECG signal is difficult to collect stably due to the interference of power line and the 
uneven pressing force towards patient's chest. Even if some schemes were used to 
accommodate such problem, such as AGC and 40Hz low pass filter, the quality of 
LECG is still not good enough. Thus, it is suggested to mount the signal pre-
processing circuit behind the head of stethoscope. The effect of interference of 
power line will be minimized. Moreover, a 100MQ input impedance, or above, circuit 
is suggested to pre-process LECG signal in order to reduce the motion artifact. All 
these methods are aimed to achieve the stable LECG signal. 
5.2.2 Validation of Abnormal Breath 
The new algorithm will be tested in subject breathing abnormally, such as "deep 
breathing" and "relaxation". Patients with heart diseases or pulmonary disorders will 
be examined by using the new electronic stethoscope to test its performance. 
5.2.3 Low Frequency Analysis 
Sub-audio frequency, below 25Hz, in acoustic signal had not drawn much interest in 
past researches. However, such signal can be analyzed in computer by visualized 
waveform. There may exist pathological information in sub-audio signal that we 
haven't known. In order to convert sub-audio frequency from acoustic signal to 
electrical signal, a more powerful acoustic-electric transducer is needed. 
5.2.4 AGC-AWBA Approach 
AWBA approach has been proved to be a better method compared with DRA. The 
problem of wrong heart peak location estimation can be solved by AGC algorithm 
mentioned in the online-platform. Finally, an advanced algorithm is needed to 
reduce the heart peak searching time. 
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5.2.5 Standalone Device 
In this thesis, a central platform of adaptive filtering has been built on the platform of 
LABVIEW. For further development, a central processing unit will be built in a micro-
controller device (MCU) rather than in the platform of LABVIEW to form a 
standalone device. Several features will be added to make it more powerful. 
a) Adjustable Volume Control 
An electronic circuit consisting of an operational amplifier and several passive 
components will be designed to control volume with the adjustable gain from 1 to 10. 
b) Diaphragm Mode Control 
Different from mechanical stethoscope, electronic stethoscope can be calibrated to 
amplify signals within a certain frequency range. The new design will modify the 
stethoscope's head that has one diaphragm channel only. The diaphragm can act in 
the bell mode or the diaphragm mode. With the new stethoscope, the user could 
simply press one button to switch the operation mode. 
c) LCD Panel 
A LCD display allows the user to see the features extracted from bio-acoustic 
signals. 
d) Wireless Transmission 
Wireless transmission between the stethoscope's head and headpieces [1] will allow 
several users to examine the same patient at the same time, which is not possible in 
the conventional mechanical stethoscope. This function is very useful for training 
and for INTERNET applications. 
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e) Slow Play-Back 
This function allows the user to re-exam patients with either the normal speed or a 
slow speed of the play-back. 
f) Computer Interface 
Communication between the stethoscope and Personal Computer (PC) becomes an 
important issue in telemedicine [2], [3]. Software development tools in PC can store 
the patient's record for advanced feature extraction and auto-diagnosis [4]. 
g) Pre-diagnosis Algorithm 
After digitalizing the patient's signals, certain feature extraction and medical expert 
algorithm can be built in the device for pre-diagnosis [5], [6], [7]. 
h) Conclusion 
As a result, an acoustic-sensor-based wireless multifunction stethoscope is 
proposed. A hardware block diagram of the proposed micro-controller based system 
is shown in Figure 5.2: 
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t ‘   
LCD display the LECG, Micro-controller » Interface circuit 
heart soimds, lung ^ with a new V � 
sounds, heart rate i .丄 丄 ； , ：  
algorithm to Wireless transmitter 
Amp. control circuit separate heart 
sounds ana lung Headphone 
Slow play-back control sounds and to Wireless receiver circuit ^ J • ^    
F = = = q reduce noise r: 7*7-：~n r - — 
Recorder control circuit ~ » Amp. control circuit Headpieces 
p = ! ^ 
Personal Computer (INTERNET) * 一 . Computer Interface circuit 
Fig. 5.2. Hardware block diagram 
The estimated cost of the hardware standalone system is given in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1. The cost estimation of a hardware standalone system 
Devices Company Description Unit Price 
S(HK) 
Micro-controller Texas TMS320VC5416 160 $195 
Unit Instrument 
'64k on boards RAM 
(MCU) 
32k on boards ROM 
Dots LCD module Data Modul BT 100032 $110 
Viewing Area 46 x 18.4 mm 
Dot Size 0.38 x 0.43 mm 
Dot Pitch 0.43 x 0.48 mm 
LCD controller Data Modul SED 1520 $40 
Fast 8-bit data interface 
RS232 Max Interface witli computer $10 
Wireless Devices Bluetooth Spread spectrum scheme with hoping $100 
frequency PS: $20 HK in the 2 year later 
Development Company Description Unit Price 
System 均 
MCU Development Texas TMS320C5416 evaluation module $31000 
Kit Instrument 
Bluetooth Ericsson Development bundle $100000 
Development Kit 
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The software block diagram in Figure 5.3 describes the data flow and 
operation in the Micro-controller (MCU). 
/ f ： Read from c l i i ^ " " X 
3000Hz sampUngfTequcncv,‘) 
I ~ I  
‘ R a w mixed acoustic signal �- Raw LECG 
I r _ � 
_ low pass filter 
I z z r 
w Find MAX value 
C G a m C o n t r o i y K ^ | — ； . .丨 
^ r v ^ Max Array, Storage of 
Band pass filtering 25'lOOOHz [ ' M a x number last 3 times _ _ ± 
“ 么 — - - ^ ” 叫 LCD interface 
Wireless interface Divide^hole setofdataby j 
^ Max value in Max ^ y / LECG and \ 
/ R ^ ^ ^ ( A 二 c \ 
< Acoustic ) \ S i g ^ / 
\ : S^ds J (k lms loop Xk \ J 
I • I ^ I 
I |?First data in raw acoustic signal LECG data set (1000 data) | 
dk义 ^ 
I e 1 
“ o 
( y ^ 2*step size 
( y ^ B Dot product of ih j 
I I r rr . j L LECG amy and T 1 
Coefficient array coefficient amy ~ ‘ | 
Bk+l ” “ 
I TT H J fr • . k=k+l, exit until all 1000 data are 
i Updated coefficient array | — p r o c e s s e d | 
• ‘ ^Output buffer U  
T f 
/ E s t o i d 'A LCD interface / Estimated 
”丨 丨” / heart ] 
\ 細 她 A ^ W i r e l e s s interface “ � S ( n m ds J 
Fig. 5.3. Proposed data operation in the micro-controller (MCU) 
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A comparison among different stethoscopes on the market is summarized in 
Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2. Comparison among typical stethoscopes 
Items F r e q . A m p . W i r e - L C D Slow Auto- Reduction o f P r i c e in 
Range 1 less Display Play mated Heart sounds HK$ 
(Hz) Option 3 Back Gain and Lung 
LJ [_4 Control 5 sounds  
Monaural  
Stethoscope  
Laemiec's NA I No I No No No No No ~ [ n a  
2-piece NA ~<\ Ffo ^ ^  
monaural  
Ebony l ^ X ^ ^ ^ ^  
stethoscope  
Ebony 2-piece No No No “ 
Aluminum NA < 1 _ _ N o _ _ _ N o No " I f o ^  
Three pieces NA <1 No No " No ^ nX  




Cammami's NA <1 No No No No No [ n a  
Davis's NO NO — NA  
Ford's Bell NA <1 No No ~ ~ N o ^ ^ l ^  
SHEPPARD'S NA ~ No "Tfo No "NO  
LYNCH'S NA <1 ^ N^ ^ Ffe ^  
model  
Jefferson's N^ N^ N^ ^ ^ ^ 
model  
G. Pilling No I f o ^  
Rieger-Bowles NA 1 No 丨 No | No No | No j；^  
Mechanical ‘    
Stethoscope  
Master 3 0 - l k H H ^ [No [ n ^ Pn^ 席 脳  
Cardiology  




Hewlett- 45-20k 1-14 No [ n ^ P ^ F j ^ ~ ~ 
Packard  
Welch 3 0 ^ K 5 ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 
Analyzer  
Welch 30-lk ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 
Distributor  
SimulScope 30-2k 1-5 Yes No $ 3 ^ ~ 
Wirelfs 25-lk 1-10 Yes ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Multifunction Estimated 
Stethoscope 
1 Amplification level of acoustic signal compared to neutral diapliragm amplification  
2 Wireless transmission between the stethoscope's head and the stethoscope's body 
3 Standalone LCD display the signal waveform graphically • 
4 Replay the signal in slow playing format 
5 Adjust the signal volume automatically to prevent saturation 
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5.2.6 Demand on Stethoscope 
As mentioned previously, auscultation is normally the first step for physicians to 
check patients' status especially for diseases related to heart and the respiratory 
systems. It is no doubt that every physician (Table 5.3) should have at least one 
stethoscope. There is always a demand for stethoscope because clinicians have to 
replace the old with a new one every now and then. Besides, hundreds of thousands 
of medical graduates enter the profession every year around the world, which 
implies stethoscope is in great demand. 
Table 5.3. Number of physician and registered nurse in China and the USA 
China* USA** 
Number of physician 1.4 millions 0.6 millions 
Number of registered nurse 1.0 million 1.9 millions 
• Estimated based on the information on web page www.chinatodav.com [8】 
** From the United States census report 1990 [9] 
Assuming that clinicians replace their stethoscopes within 5 years, based on 
the above figures, demand on stethoscope in both countries will reach almost 1 
million units per year. Clearly, stethoscope is indispensable in the medical field. 
Stethoscope is a useful device for clinician. However, if it becomes accepted 
as a home care device, we can imagine the market will grow even bigger. The new 
stethoscope system could transmit the data from the stethoscope's head to the 
clinician's office through the INTERNET. Under an interactive computer program, a 
remote diagnosis will be possible through standard telephone network. 
The total population in China and the USA are around 1500 millions in 2001. 
Assuming that there are totally 500 millions families in the world, the demand for 
new stethoscope system is around 50 millions if one out of ten families buys the 
device for home care and telemedicine. Assuming that the device is durable for five 
years，the demand for new stethoscope will be 10 millions per year for home health 
care applications. 
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A.l Determination of parameters in VCVS 
High Pass Filter 
Voltage control voltage source high pass filter employs the infinite gain VCVS 
conc印t associated with the operational amplifier and the circuit offers external gain 
adjustment via components R4 and R3. This type of filter structure, employing the 
non-inverting (positive gain) operational amplifier, exhibits a high Q-factor sensitivity 
with the circuit gain K: 
, K = 1 + (A.1.1) 
Because of this high sensitivity, the configuration is restricted to low Q and low gain 
values with a trade-off being a wide frequency bandwidth. The filter transfer 
functions are summarized in the following equations: 
厂 ( \f ‘ \    
’ 风 + + joC, + 7.化 + 丄 + o ? C \ + ( 
V 代人 尺2) I Rs J 
which on simplification becomes 
.. . -cu^K 
斤 n i r ^ i ~ (A.1.2) 
Then, we may obtain the standard form for a second-order low-pass filter: 
where 幼 is the cutoff frequency for the Butterworth filter, Bo and Bi are the high 
pass coefficients, noting that 
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礼 " 。 、 ^ ； ^ (A.1.4) 
D (l-K) 1 1 
For the normalization of 幼，Ci, and C2’ 幼 = 1 rad/s, Ci = C2 = 1F’ Therefore, 
B。=点 (A.1.6) 
+ (A. 1.7) 
from which is obtained 
-[-万1±(对- 8万0(1-40. 5 
及2 二 ^ (A.1.8) 
In the signal pre-processing unit, two VCVS high pass filters are used to filter 
out the low frequency background noise in LECG signal and raw acoustic signal 
separately. High pass cutoff frequency 幼 are set to 5Hz in LECG and 25Hz in raw 
mixed sounds with both voltage gain factors of 2. 
In the case of LECG amplification, by the above requirement, the value of all 
resistors and capacitors are decided. Considering the calculation, the value of Ci 
and C2 are pre-determined firstly. A good choice of capacitors value is made using 
the formula C < {Wfo)^f. Here f。: SHz giving Ci and C2 < In this case, the 
proper capacitors are used. The value of Butterworth coefficients for second 
order filter Bo and Bi are 1 and 0.707 separately, hence (by equation (A.1.8)) 
" 2 - 」 i ^ 




The values of the gain resistors R3 and R4 are decided for the good circuit design 
condition of minimum dc offset. However, these values are not unique. In this case, 
we choose 
R3 =及4 =2x{R^ = 2X0.812+0.552) = 4.728 
Scaling factors: 
1 
C^  1 
^m^f giy i^ng k^ - = 1.592x10^ 
Co 10;rx2xl0-6 
where k^ is the scaling factor of cutoff frequency, k,、s the scaling factor of the 
value of resistor, co„ is the normalized frequency, C„ is the normalized value of the 
capacitor，and Q is the actual value of capacitor. After multiplying by the scaling 
factor，we obtain the scaled values in Table A. 1.1: 
Table A. 1.1. Scaled values of component in VCVS LECG channel 
Gompo 门 ents Galculatio 门 \/3lu6s 
1.812x1.592x104 28.85们 
尺 2 0.552x1.592x104 8.7 搬 
R3 4.728x1.592X104 75.27们 
R4 4.728X1.592X10' 75.27们 
Oi Nil 2/jF 
C2 Nil 2/jF 
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The value of gain factor is evaluated by the equation (A. 1.1) and the above figures: 
口 + f 斗 l + f75.27xl03) 
) 1,75.27x10'J 
K = 2 
The value of high pass filter cutoff frequency /。is proved by equation (A. 1.4) and the 
above figures: 
[iTTf.y = ！ _ ！  
2X10-6 X2X10-6 X28.85X10' X8.79X10' 
fo= 4.997Hz 
In the case of raw acoustic sound channel, the calculation method is as 
similar as in LECG channel. However, 25Hz high pass cutoff frequency rather than 
5Hz cutoff frequency is used in the circuit. The revised values including resistors, 
capacitors, gain factor, and cutoff frequency are listed in Table A. 1.2: 
Table A.1.2. Scaled values of component in VCVS raw acoustic sound channel 
Components Calculation Values 
Ri 1.812 X 1.592 X10"^  28.85ytQ 
尺 2 0.552x1.592x10' 8.7 搬 
尺 3 4.728x1.592x10' I S l l k Q 
R4 4.728x1.592x10' 75.27kQ 
Cf Nil 0.4/^ 
C2 Nil OAjuF 
K Same as in LECG channel 2 
/o Same as in LECG channel 24.956Hz 
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A.2 Determination of parameters in MFB Low 
Pass Filter 
Different from the VCVS circuit, a gain factor K in MFB circuit is changed to 
K = (A.2.1) 
The transfer function of MFB filter is introduced as follows: 
1 、 ‘ . ^ 1  1 1 
U . R2 丨 J 
which after manipulation becomes 
1 
F ⑷ f 、 , 、 (A.2.2) 
‘ - 丄 + 丄 + 丄 
Then, the second order MFB standard equation will be obtained as follows 
K ( • X - KbqCOI 
jrO出)二 7 (A.2.3) 
where 幼 is the cutoff frequency for the Butterworth filter, b。and b, are the low pass 
coefficients. The gain and phase responses have the same shape as for the VCVS 
filter but it should be noted that the MFB filter provides an extra phase shift of 180° 
because of the input signal being applied to the inverting terminal. Comparing 
equation (A.2.2) and equation (A.2.3) yields 




, , 1 r 1 1 1 ) 
仏 + K + (A.2.6) 
let 幼 = 1 rad/s, Ci= 1F for normalization, therefore, equations (A.2.4), (A.2.5), and 
(A.2.6) reduce to 
1 K 
— = = — (A.2.7) 
* = (A.2.8) 
, f i 1 0 
which on substituting for equation (A.2.7) and equation (A.2.8) gives the quadratic 
expression 
, „， bjly (l + A：) 
+ = 0 (A.2.10) 
which has a solution 
/ . � 2 , \0 .5 
2 ^ (A.2.”） 
For R2 to be real and positive, the following condition for C2 must prevail; 
[^2) _ c, 
r < 
' ( A . 2 . 1 2 ) 
In the signal pre-processing unit, two second-order MFB low pass filters are 
used to filter out the high frequency white noise in LECG signal and raw acoustic 
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signal separately. Low pass cutoff frequency 幼 are set to 500Hz in LECG and 1kHz 
in raw mixed sounds with the voltage gain factors of 10 and 20 separately. 
Considering the calculation in LECG channel, The value of Butterworth 
coefficients for second order filter b。and bi are 1 and 1.414 separately, the 
normalized value of Ci = 1F and coo = 1 rad/s is chosen to obtain C2 by equation 
(A.2.12): 
1 4142 
C,< ； 、= 0.045/^  
4(1 + 10) 
The normalized appropriate value of C2 is chosen by 0.01 F. Then, the value of R2 
can be calculated by equation (A.2.11): 
1.414+1^ 〔1.414 丫 4(1+ 10) 丫.5 
—~0.01 
R - � I  
: 2 
This yields R2 = ^33Q. or8.3Q, giving 
= 0.83Q (neglect the larger one) 
K 
Select Ci = 罗 恶 = 2 0 7 / ^ , the calculation of scaling factor is as follows: 
L = — — r - ^ - = 1.592x10' 
I x l 03 ; r x20x l ( r 9 
Then, we obtain the scaled values and summarized in Table 3.3: 
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Table A.2.1. Scaled values of component in MFB LECG channel 
Gomponents Calculation Values 
0.83x1.592x10^ 13.2UQ 
8.3x1.592x10' 132.14^Q 
尺3 12.12x1.592x10^ 192.95们 
Ci Nil 2t]F 
C2 0.01 lOOpF 
Ix l0^; rx l .592xl0^ 
A value of gain factor is evaluated by the equation (A.2.1) and the above figures: 
K_R2 j 132.14X103、 
—R, 13 .21x10 ' ) 
火 = 1 0 
A value of low pass filter cutoff f requency is proved by equation (A.2.4) and the 
above figures: 
(2;^ o)2 = _ _ ！ ！ 
CAR2R3 20x10-9 X 200 X10—12 X132.14x103 x 192.95x10' 
/o =498.369//z 
In the case of raw acoustic sounds channel, the calculation method is as 
similar as in LECG channel. However, 1000Hz low pass cutoff frequency rather than 
500Hz cutoff frequency is used in the circuit. A gain value of 20 instead of 10 is used 
in sounds channel. The revised values including resistors, capacitors, gain factor, 
and cutoff frequency are listed in Table 3.4: 
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Table A.2.2. Scaled values of component in MFB raw acoustic sound channel 
Gomponents G3lcul3tion \/3lu6s 
8.4x1.592x104 134.13^Q 
尺 2 16.85x1.592x10^ 268.25K2 
尺3 5.93x1.592x10^ 94.48^Q 
Ci Nil lOrjF 
C2 0.01 lOOpF 
2 xlO^;rx 1.592x10^ 
K Same as in LECG channel 20 
/o Same as in LECG channel 999.72Hz 
A.3 Source code of DRA (MATLAB) 
MATLAB Main Program 
clear all 
%File I/O 
%inf column and 2 row 
%the first column is acoustic 
%the second column is LECG 
%Deciding auscultatory location 
%fid = fopen('Righlowy1 .dat'.r); 
%fid = fopen('Righlown1 .dat'/r"); 
%fid = fopen('Righmidn1 .dat'.r); 
%fid = fopenCRighmidy1.dat','0; 
%fid = fopenCRightopn1.dat.,•!•_); 
%fid = fopen('Rightopy1 .dat'/r'); 
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%fid = fopenCLefttopy1.dat’,•!••); 
%fid = fopen(’Lefttopn1.dat',_0; 
fid = fopen('Leftmidn1 .dat'.'r'); 
%fid = fopen('Leftmidy1.dat',r); 
%fid = fopen('Leftlowy1 .daf,V); 
%fid = fopen('Leftlown1 .dat'/r*); 
volraw = fscanf(fid,'%f,[2,inf]); 
fclose(fid); 
volraw = volraw'; 
%%normalization 
%[max_num, max_index] = max (abs(volraw)); 
%volfirst(:,1) = volraw(:,1)/max_num(1); 
%volfirst(:,2) = volraw(:,2)/max_num(2); 
%%zero offset 
%volfirst(:,1) = volfirst(:,1)- mean(volfirst(:,1)); 
%volfirst(:,2) = volfirst(:,2) - mean(volfirst(:,2)); 
%zero offset 
volfirst(:,1) = volraw(:,1)- mean(volraw(:,1)); 
volfirst(:,2) = volraw(:,2) - mean(volraw(:,2)); 
%normalization 
[max一num, max_index] = max (abs(volfirst)); 
volfirst(:’1) = volfirst(:,1)/max_num(1); 
volfirst(:’2) = volfirst(:,2)/max_num(2); 
%adding index 
for i = 1 ：丨ength(volfirst) 





volacoustic(:’1) = volfirst(:,3); 
volacoustic(:’2) = volfirst(:,1); 
%LECG signal 
volLECG(:,1) = volfirst(:,3); 
volLECG(:,2) = volfirst(:,2); 
%for neural network consideration 
%net = newff([0 2;-2 2], [15,1], {.tansig., 'purelin'}, .traingdm.); 
%net.trainparam.show = 100; 
%net.trainparam.ir=0.01 ； 
%net.trainparam.mc=0.5; 
%net.trainparam.epochs = 20000; 
%net.trainparam.goal = 1e-4; 
%net = train(net,x,t); 
%y = sim(net,x) 


































































































Modified DateFormat "%<Auto>" 
LastModifiedDate "Tue Jun 26 18:44:22 2001" 

















































Name "FIR Fitler" 
Ports [1,1,0, 0, 0] 
Position [140, 252, 210, 308] 
SourceBlock "dspddes2/Digital IIR\nFilter Design" 
SourceType "Digital IIR Filter Design" 
method "Butterworth" 
filttype "Bandpass" 






















Position [30, 193, 95, 217] 



























Name "LMS\nAdaptive Filter" 
Ports [2’ 2, 0’ 0, 0] 
Position [295, 256, 380, 314] 
SourceBlock "dspadpt2/LMS\nAdaptive Filter". 










Ports [6’ 0’ 0’ 0, 0] 
Position [600,84,675,171】 
Floating off 







axes1 "Raw Acoustic Sound" 
axes2 "Filtered LECG Signal" 
axes3 "Estimated Heart Sound" 































Name "To Workspace" 









Name "To Workspace 1" 











Name "To WorkspaceZ' 









Name "To Workspaces" 









Name "To Workspace4" 











Name "To Workspaces" 










Points [30’ 0] 
Branch { 
























Points [30. 0; 0, 155;-235,0; 0,-45】 




Labels [1 ’ O] 
Points [0, -35] 
Branch { 
Points [-150, 0; 0,-120] 











SrcBlock "LMS\nAdaptive Filter" 
SrcPort 1 






Points [20,0; 0,-115] 
Branch { 
Points [0,-100】 















Points [5, 0; 0, 75] 








Points [35,0; 0,-10] 
Branch { 










Points [0, -40; -95’ 0; 0, -35] 





























Points [0, 110] 








A.4 Source code of AWBA (MATLAB) 





%inf column and 2 row 
%the first column is acoustic 
%the second column is LECG 
lowerguard = 50; 
upperguard = 250; 
P = []； 
how_seconds = 6; 
how_seconds = how_seconds*3000; 
%fid = fopen('Righlowy1 .dat'/r'); 
%fid = fopen('Righlown1 .dat'’_r_); 
%fid = fopen('Righmidn1.dat',r); 
%fid = fopenCRighmidyl.daf.r); 
%fid = fopen('Rightopn1.dat',r); 
%fid = fopen('Rightopy1 .daf/r'); 
%fid = fopen('Lemopy1 .dat_,Y_); 
%ficl = fopen('Lefttopn1 .dat'/r'); 
%fid = fopen('Leftmidn1.dat','r'); 
fid = fopen('Leftmidy1 .daf/r'); 
%fid = fopen('Leftlowy1 .dat'/r"); 
%fid = fopen('Leftlown1 .dat'/O; 
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volraw = fscanf(fid,'%f,[2,inf]); 
fclose(fid); 
volraw = volraw"; 
%%normalization 
%[max_num, max_index] = max (abs(volraw)); 
%volfirst(:,1) = volraw(:,1)/max_num(1); 
%volfirst(;,2) = volraw(:,2)/max_num(2); 
%%zero offset 
%volfirst(:,1) = volfirst(:’1) - mean(volfirst(:,1)); 
%volfirst(:,2) = volfirst(:,2) - mean(volfirst(:,2)); 
%zero offset 
volfirst(:,1) = volraw(:,1) - mean(volraw(:,1)); 
volfirst(:,2) = volraw(:,2) - mean(volraw(:,2)); 
%normalization 
[max一num, max_index] = max (abs(volfirst)); 
volfirst(:,1) = volfirst(:,1)/max_num(1); 
volfirst(:,2) = volfirst(:,2)/max_num(2); 
%Acoustic signal 
%volacoustic(:,1) = volfirst(:,3); 
%volacoustic(:,2) = volfirst(:,1); 
volacoustic(:,1) = volfirst(:,1); 
%% 
volacoustic= volacoustic(1 :how_seconds’1); 
%% 
%LECG signal 
%volLECG(:,1) = volfirst(:,3); 
%volLECG(:,2) = volfirst(:,2); 
volLECG(:,1) = volfirst(:,2); 
%% 
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voILECG= voILECG(1 : how_seconds, 1); 
%% 
volLECG = voILECG(: ,1)' ; 
N = 2; 
passband = [0.01330.99]; 
[Bb,Ab] = butter(N, passband, 'stop') ; 
volLECG_bandpass = filter(Bb, Ab, voILECG); 
%normalization 
[max_num, maxJndex] = max (abs(voILECG_bandpass)) ; 
volLECG_bandpass = voILECG_bandpass/max_num ; 
LECGpeak = find(voILECG_bandpass>0.6) ; 
%%for i=1 :length(LECGpeak) 
lengthofLECG = length(LECGpeak); 
for i=1 :lengthofLECG-1, 
if LECGpeak(i+1) - LECGpeak(i) -= 1 
ONEpeak(i) = LECGpeak(i+1) ; 
end 
end 
a = find(ONEpeak- =O); 
ONEpeak = [LECGpeak(1) ONEpeak(a)]; 
%% 
REFvolacoustic = zeros(size(volacoustic)); 




Fs = 3000; 
S = fft(voILECG_bandpass, 3000) ; 
w = (0:299)/3000*3000; 









axis ([0 how_seconds -1 1]); 
subplot(6,1,2); 
plot (volLECG); 
axis ([0 how一seconds -1 1]); 
subplot(6,1,3); 
plot (w, abs(S(1:300)_)); 
subplot(6,1,4); 
plot (w, abs(Sf(1:300)')); 
subplot(6,1,5); 
plot (volacoustic); 
axis ([0 how_seconds -1 1]); 
%subplot(6,1,6); 
%plot (w, abs(AS(1:300)')); 
subplot(6,1,6); 
plot (REFvolacoustic); 
axis ([0 hoW-Seconds -1 1]); 
%adding index 
for i = 1:length(volacoustic) 
volref(i) = i/3000; 
end 
%Raw Acoustic signal 
volref = volref; 
A_volacoustic = zeros([18000,2]); 
A_volacoustic(:,1) = volref(:,1); 
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A_volacoustic(:,2) = volacoustic(:,1); 
%Adjusted Acoustic signal 
A_adjvolacoustic = zeros([18000,2]); 
A_adjvolacoustic(:,1) = volref(:,1); 
A_adjvolacoustic(:,2) = REFvolacoustic(:,1); 
%bandpass LECG 
A_LECG_bandpass = zeros([18000,2]); 
volLECG-bandpass = volLECG一 bandpass'; 
A_LECG_bandpass(:,1) = volref(:,1); 
A_LECG一 bandpass(:,2) = volLECG_bandpass(:,1); 
%RawLECG 
A_LECG = zeros([18000,2】)； 
volLECG = volLECG'; 
A_LECG(:,1) = volref(:,1); 
A_LECG(:,2) = volLECG(:,1); 
%%%% 
%%p(1) = volLECG_bandpass( 
%%for i = 1 :inputlayer_no; 
%%end 
SIMULINK LMS Filtering - same as in DRA 
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A.5 Source code of online AGC (LABVIEW) 
LAVIEW Main Program 





<DESC>Acquire & Process N Scans acquires data from one or more analog input channels. This is a timed 
acquisition, meaning that a hardware clock is used to control the acquisition rate for fast and accurate 
It IS also a buffered acquisition, meaning that the data is stored in an intermediate memory buffer 
after it is acquired from the analog input channels. This VI retrieves the data from the memory buffer while 
the acquisition is in progress, allowing the data to be processed and displayed as it is being acquired. <CR> 
<CR> 
You will probably want to add more functions to the diagram to customize this VI for your application A common 
reason to read data while the acquisition is in progress is to process and display the data in pseudo-real 
t广e. The acquisition rate you can achieve depends on how much processing and display the VI must do 
Acquire & Process N Scans calls a subVI named My Data Processing. Add whatever processing you need 
to this subVI, or replace it with one of your own. The data processing subVI also demonstrates how to use 
error clusters in your own subVIs, so they can be included in the error data flow chain. The data you will be 
= r e ? : r s = d = = = u 二 > S c a n as a two-dimensional array; the first dimension is the scan 
<CR> 
Before running this VI, set the values of the controls on the front panel. Select Show Help Window from the Heb 
meni^  to see a description of each control. If the values you select for all the controls are values you wiH 
Lisuaiy use, select Make Current Values Default from the Operate menu and save the VI. Or. you may save 
individual control's default values by popping up on the control, selecting Data Operations then selectina 
Make Current Value Default, and saving the VI<CRLF> ^ ' selecting 
<LF> 
丁he buf；^二 i^^ js 门^匕^ scans that will be held in the internal memory buffer, and is limited by the amount of 
「emory available. If you are acquiring a small, finite amount of data and can keep it all in memory se 
buffer size to the number of scans to acquire. More often, you want to acquire more data than you can h二 
in memory and you set the buffer size to hold a subset of the data at least several seconds worth 
arTnZadrn 'nd l^ fromitf't^mber of scans to read each time. If the buffer is too 二 or you 
are not reading data from it fast enough, your data will be overwritten by new data before you have a chance 
to read it (overwrite error). If the buffer is too big. you will run out of memory (out of memory error)<LF> 
<LF> 
When yourunthis VI, it displays the data from all the channels on the graph as they are retrieved from the buffer 
:hile the acquision is st.llgoing on. Press the Stop button to stop the acquisition at any time or if y^u 
have specified a finite number of scans, the VI will stop after the acquisition is complete.<LF> 
</DESC> 
<CONTENT> 
CONTROL ID=79 type="Boolean" name="continuous:T<CR> 
finite:F"> 
<DESC>Set this switch TRUE (up) for continuous acquisition. Set it FALSE (down) to acquire a finite 








<CONTROL ID=82 type="Array" name="channels"> 
<DESC>(Iabc]) channels: identifies the analog input channels on which you want to acquire data The 
default input is onboard channel 0 </DESC> 
<PARTS> 








<CONTROL ID=81 type="String" name="channels"> 
Th。H。f • ^DESC>(abc) channels: identifies the analog input channels on which you want to acquire data The default input is onboard channel 0.</DESC> ^ 
<PARTS> 






<CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name="device"> 
d<eDfLS|fi>n(flifLdiev<i/CDeElhce>device number you assigned to the plug-in DAQ board during configuration. The 
<PARTS> 
<PART ID=82 order=0 type="Caption"><LABEL><STEXT>device</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
二 二 ⑶ r Reduction Of Mean Sounds from 
<CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name="scan rate__> 
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<DESC>(SGL) scan rate: the number of scans per second to acquire. This is equivalent to the sampling rate 
per channel. The default input is 1000 scans/sec </DESC> 
<PARTS> 
<PART ID=82 order=Otype=Xaption"><LABEL><STEXT>scan rate</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
<CONTROL ID=79 type="Boolean" name="stop"> 
<DESC>(TF) STOP: stop acquiring and generating data and clear the board resources for these 
operations.</DESC> 
<PARTS> 





<CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name="no. of scan"> 
<Dpc>(l32) number of scans to read at a time: the number of scans the VI retrieves from the acquisition 
buffer each time the loop iterates. The default input is 500</DESC> 
<PARTS> 
<PART ID=82 order=Otype="Caption"><LABEL><STEXT>no. of scan</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
<CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name="input buffer size"> 
<DESC=f y nput buffer size: the number of scans you want the buffer to hold. The default setting is 1000 
scans. </DESC> 
<PARTS> 
<PART ID=82 order=Otype="Caption"><LABEL><STEXT>input buffer size</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
<CONTROL ID=94type="Waveform Chart" name="Estimated Heart Sounds"> 
<DESC>(cluster) transposed waveform graph: This waveform graph displays the data acquired on the 
〒？fied channels^ Jhe transpose option is enabled for this graph so that the data is ploSed correctly 
Colors have been defined for the first four channels on the graph's legend.<LF> 
<LF> 
In this data Y^Pe is a cluster of three elements: initial X, X increment, and a 2D array of 
<PARTS> 







<CONTROL ID=94type="Waveform Chart" name="Raw Heart and Lung Sounds"〉 
<DESC>(cluster) transposed waveform graph: This waveform graph displays the data acquired on the 
y^cif旧d channels. The transpose option is enabled for this graph so that the data is plotted correctly 
Colors have been defined for the first four channels on the graph's legend.<LF> . 
<LF> 
In this VI this graph's data type is a cluster of three elements: initial X’ X increment, and a 2D array of 
< P A R T S > 






<CONTROL ID=94 type="Waveform Chart" name="Raw LECG"> 
^nDpErffi^^^Lu^frlir^^POfd waveform graph: This waveform graph displays the data acquired on the 
》p�cified channels^ Jhe transpose option is enabled for this graph so that the data is plotted correctly 
Colors have been defined for the first four channels on the graph's legend<LF> 
<LF> 
In this VI this graph's data type is a cluster of three elements: initial X, X increment, and a 2D array of 
< P A R T S > 





<CONTROL ID=94type="Waveform Chart" name="Estimated Lung Sounds"> 
<DESC>(cluster) transposed waveform graph: This waveform graph displays the data acquired on the 
？ f i f i ed channels. The transpose option is enabled for this graph so that the data is plotted correctly 
Colors have been defined for the first four channels on the graph's legend<LF> 
<LF> 
In this d^ata</DETc>"® ‘ cluster of three elements: initial X’ X increment, and a 2D array of 
< P A R T S > 







<CONTROL ID=89 type="Dial" name="LECG Gain Factor"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 
[^^^^I-TTv-r J?二?>2 °rder=0 type="Caption"><LABEL><STEXT>LECG Gain 
Factor</STEXT> </L A B E L></PA RT> 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
<CONTROL ID=89 type="Dial" name="Acoustic Gain Factor"〉 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 
Fact^c^TTEXTx/lLDAl^x/PAROT^r:。 type=Xaption"><LABEL><STEXT>Acoustic Gain 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
<CONTROL ID=82 type="Array" name=__LECG AGC"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 



















<CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name="update rate"〉 
update rate: the number of updates to generate per second. The default input is 1000 updates/s.</DESC> 
<PARTS> 
<PART ID=82 order=Otype="Caption"><LABEL><STEXT>update rate</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
<CONTROL ID=81 type="String" name="output channel"〉 
<DESC>(abc) output channel: identifies the analog output channel on which you want to generate voltage 
cTannet</LESC> onboard channel 0. This example only supports a single outplt 
<PARTS> 
<PART ID=11 order=0 t ype="Texr><LABEL><STEXT>0</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 




<CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name="output buffer size"> 
^nnn^nnif^ 叫。_ ^mber of updates you want the buffer to hold. The default input is 
ray.</DESC> ‘ uPdate is defined as one data point for each channel in the channels 
<PARTS> 
siz<e=TTEXT></LAlBDl8>2<,pART>order=0 type="Capt ion"><LABEL><STEXT>output buffer 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
〈CONTROL ID=79type="Boolean" name="Estimated Sound or Raw Sound"〉 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 
So^^d^/STEX^l；'/^ sound or Raw 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
<CONTROL ID=79type="Boolean" name="Estimated Lung or Estimated Heart"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 




< / C O N T R O L > 
< C O N T R O L ID=80 type="Numer ic " name="max index ( i n d i c e s ) " � 
< D E S C > < / D E S C > 
<PARTS> 
c P A R T ID=82 o rder=0 t ype="Cap t i on "><LABEL><STEXT>max index 
(indices)</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 
</PARTS> 
< / C O N T R O L > 
< C O N T R O L I D = 9 4 t y p e = " W a v e f o r m Chart " name="Pre-process LECG"> 
<DESC>(cluster) transposed waveform graph: This waveform graph displays the data acquired on the 
y ^ f i e d channels. The transpose option is enabled for this graph so that the data is plotted correctly 
Colors have been defined for the first four channels on the graph's legend <LF> . 
<LF> 
In this y i th is graph 's data type is a c luster of three e lements : initial X. X increment , and a 2D array of 
aa ta .< /DESC> ‘ 
< P A R T S > 




< / C O N T R O L > 
< / C O N T E N T > 
</VI> 
LABVIEW LMS Sub-program 
<VI syn taxVers ion=3 LVvers ion=5118001 rev is ion=86 n a m e = " t e s t j m s _ 1 0 0 0 . v i " > 
< T I T L E > < N O _ T I T L E n a m e = " t e s t j m s _ 1 OOO.vi"></TITLE> 
< H E L P _ P A T H > < / H E L P _ P A T H > 
<HELP_TAG></HELP_TAG> 
<RTM_PATH type="default"></RTM_PATH> 
< D E S C > < / D E S C > 
< C O N T E N T > 
< C O N T R O L ID=82 type="Array" n a m e = " E Breath Sound (E)"> 
< D E S C > < / D E S C > 
< P A R T S > 
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<CONTROL ID=82 type="Array" name="Raw LECG (X)__> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 



















<CONTROL ID=82 type="Array" name="Raw AGO (D)"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 

















<CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name="sum"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 
<PART ID=82 order=0 type=Xaption"><LABEL><STEXT>sum</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 






















〈CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name="Raw AGO element (d)"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 
(d)<</PsATRETxT></LlADBlf></PA。RrTdrO type="Caption"><LABEL><STEXT>Raw AGO element 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
〈CONTROL ID=80type="Numeric" name="E Breath Sound element (e)"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 
问<<『3厶；^丁><丨； 8^巳2日[><=^丁0> type=__Caption__><LABEL><STEXT>E Breath Sound element 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 






















<CONTROL ID=82type="Array" name="Raw LECG (X) Alpha"〉 
</DESC> 
<PARTS> 



















<CONTROL ID=80 type="Numeric" name=__lteration"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 
<PART ID=82 order=0 type="Caption"><LABEL><STEXT>lteration</STEXT></LABEL></PART> 
</PARTS> 
</CONTROL> 
<CONTROL ID=82type="Array" name="E Heart Sound (H)"> 
<DESC></DESC> 
<PARTS> 
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